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Background 

11", , In  December, 1975 the Government directed the Department of Consumer 

and  Corporate Affairs to prepare proposais for minimum energy efficiency 
. 	' 

standards for furnaces and major household appliances, and to develop . 	, 

an energy consumption labelling scheme for appliances, as part of the 

.first phase of the government's broad energy conservation program. The 

..Consumer Bureau interpreted this  as a mandate to study and make proposals 

on an appropriate mix of standards, labels and consumer education and 

- information programs. 

In order to outline the government's intentions, to invite the co-operation 

and participation of industry, -and to initiate an information-gathering 

phase which it was hoped would . serve as a sound foundation.  for  recommenda-

tions, officers of the Bureau me with representatives of the following 

associations in February and March: 

- Canadian Gas Association 

- Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Institute . of Canada 

- Canadian Appliance Manufacturers Association 

- Canadian Water Heater Manufacturers' Association 

- Electronic indu.;tries As: , ociaLion ()I Canada 

- Canadian Electrical Association 

- Canadian Standards Association.' 

After communi.cations with these associations, with other government depart-

ments and agencies, and with the Federal Energy Administration and Department 

Of Commerce in the United States, it became evident that a great deal of 

time, money, engineering expertise and industry co-operation and involvement . 

.would be required if the Governmçmt were to attempt to conduct the kind of 

detailed cost/benefit analysis that would be required to support the setting 

of minimum energy efficiency standards for appliances at reasonably high 

. levels. Furthermore, it would not suffice merely to "borrow" the efficiency 
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standards adopted by our U.S. counterparts.

1 
The dollar value of unit 

• • 	energy savings in the United States will be greater for most appliances 

• because of residential electricity rates that average roughly twice  chose  

of Canada, while the costs of improving appliance efficiency should be 

'lower south of the border due to larger scale - production which manifests 

'itself in the form of lower consumer prices for appliances. 

An effective energy labelling scheme.; on the other hand, would . allow the 

consumer/manufacturer interface in. the marketplace to determine over 

time the extent to which appliance prices should be pushezi up in order 

to effect savings in energy consumption. The Government has decided 

• to give an energy labelling program a chance to bring about the desired 

ends, where feasible, rather than . plunging headlong into what . miet turn 

out to be an unnecessary exercise in the writing and enforcement . of cum-

bersome direct controls, and the economic distortions they entail. It 

is felt that energy labels should serve as ah ever-present incentive for 

manufacturers to introduce energy-saving design innovations into their 

products, whereas energy  consumpti.on standards might almost encourage 

manufacturers to produce only to the level of the minimum requirement. 

It is proposed, then, that federal regulations requiring energy labels 

on refrigerators, freezers, ranges, washers, dryers, dishwashers, robm 

air conditioners and televisions be written and put into effect as 

quickly as possible. A mandatory .scheme is recommended for the following 

reasons: 

1. there is a strong incentive for manufacturers of the less 'efficient 

products not to participate in a program which will draw consumers' 

attention to the fact that their product costs, say, $20 more per 

year to operate  than.  the products'of several competitors; 

• 
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• 2. manufacturers are concerned that, under a voluntary program, sOme of 

their competitors (particularly importers) would secure considerable 

cost advantages through choosing neither to improve nor to label their 

products; 

• 3. without appropriate regulatory requirements to back them up, government 

• authorities would be left with little other than misleading advertising 

• • legislation to protect against a variety of possible abuses of a volun-

tary arrangement; 	•  

4. under a voluntary program it would be much more difficult for the 

government to ensure that the program begins as quickly as desired. 

Because decisions respecting the choice of furnace, water - heater or central 

air conditioner to be installed-in.a home, whether in a new house  or as a 

replacement purchase, are .almost always made by a contractor, plumber, oil 

company, buyer for a department store, or some other person other than the 

consumer who  will actually pay for the products and their costs of operation, 

it is doubtful whether energy  labels on  these products would  play a ùseful 

role. Since furnaces and water beaters consume appro;:imntely 5.0% and 207, 

respectively of a household's enrgy requirements, however, serious 

consideration should be given to the possibility of improving their perfor-

mance through minimum efficiency regulations. Some suggestions - regarding 

how the standards-writing exercd.ses might be organized will be made in a 

separate statement in the relatiVely near future. The purpose of this ' 

write-up is to set out on paper the first (incomplete) draft of proposals 

for energy labels, to serve as a basis for discussion amongst interested 

parties. 

Objectives of the Labelling Program 

Because the notion of an energy labelling scheme bas its roots.in an energy 

conservation proposal put forward to Cabinet by the Office of Energy  Conser-

vation, it  must  be said that the objective of the program is simply to 

• 
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conserve energy in the use of household appliances. However, in thinking 

about what type of labelling concept would be most effective, this objec-

tive must be translated into secondary objectives relating to the behaviour 

and attitudes of consumers and manufacturers: 

1. to make consumers aware of the expected energy operating costs  of 

 individual products on the market; 

. 2, to encourage consumers to compare the energy costs of similar, • 

competing products; 

3. to give manufacturers an incentive to improve the design of their 

products to reduce unit energy consumption wherever economically 

feasible; 

4. to serve as a psychological signal to Canadians of the growing 
s 	• 	• 

recognition given to the need . to  use finite resources more efficiently. 

There is no evidence to suggest 'consumers are aware that, for example, 

refrigerators' lifutime energy operating coSts can be expected to be 

roughly as great as their initial purchase price on average.
2 

Nor, would • 

they appear to be aware.of considerable differences that exist bc.tween 

competing models' energy requirements.
3 

On the contrary, a study by Liefeld" 

on the information preferences  of  "disadvantaged" Canadian consumers concludes 

that "the most important decisien criteria for appliance choice in order of 

decreasing importance are: (i) , warranty/guarantee; (ii) price; (iii) quality 

of construction; (iv) brand/manufacturer; (v) durability." Far down  thd 

list of 20 criteria, with an average ordinal ranking of .43, is energy con- 

. sumption. A survey of retail appliance salesmen in the United States 

showed overall size, type of defrost, purchase price and colour to be the . 

top four consumer concerns in the purchase of refrigerators, while operating 

costs were ranked fourth for freezers.
5 

• 
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the lifetime costs of owning àna operating the two products wouid be 

$850 and $680 respectively'(neglecting the costs of maintenance,.repair 

and disposal). If an effective labelling scheme were to be introduced 

making this fact known, consumers would be wise to buy the model with the 

• higher purchase price. 

Second, labels have an important  advantage over most other methods of 

transmitting consumer information in that they get it to consumers in a 

relatively concise manner when they are likely to be most receptive to 

it 	at point-of-sale. 

Third, the Government is planning . to  "back up" the appliance labels with 

a nationwide information program to - publicize the existence of the program 

and to make known the importance of lifetime costing in purchasing 

appliances. 

And finally, if energy prices centinue to rise faster thin the general 

rate of inflation over the next few years as expected, consumers are likely 

to be more concerned about how mn.ch energy their appliances use. 

,At first glance, it may seem odd to put so much faith in a labelling 

program that will provide information to people  who  have demonstrated 

no interest in it. There are several reasons why this is not considered 

to be a problem, however, First,- it is assumed that consumers have not 

pressed for information of this nature because they have not realized the 

extent to which it can save them money in choosing between products. 

• Consider, for example, two refrigerators with identical features and 

product life. One cests $380 and th .e. other costs $350. Brand preferences 

aside, consumers would purchase the less expensive one.  If the lifetime . 

energy costs of that refrigerator were $500 (appropriately discounted and 

adjusted for increased energy costs and the general rate of inflation), 

' while the corresponding costs for the more expensive model were $300, then 
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V.  

• . Label  Philosophy, Design  and Content 

It  is recommended that the regulations requiring the labelling of 

appliances should outline in detail the design specifications of the 

•labels, including label size, colours, contents, wording, layout, size 

. .and type of print, and so on. They should also specify exactly where 

and how the label should be attached to the product when displayed for 

• sale, so as to be sure to attract the attention of potential buyers. . 

For a refrigerator, this would probably mean putting a sticker beside, • 

or hanging a tag on, the door handle of the upper (freezer) door. For 

clothes washers, dryers, ranges- and dishwashers, probably the upper 

right corner of the front panel or front door would be appropriate. 

Because of differences in the exernal design of televisions and air 

conditioners, alternative locations might have to be specified for labels 

on these products. 

It is important that the labels bear e distinct and prominent program 

symbol, recognized and trusted by.consumeis as the marl; of  n  government-

backc.d 	WItOz.pd alm  IL  IS toprovid,:: them with important information. 

The symbol would be highlighted in all of the government's promotional 

' backup for the program. 	In Appendix H is shown the derivation of a 

program symbol recommended to the department by Alan Fujiwara, a design : 

• consultant. The symbol is intended to suggest a combination o• the 

from the word :"énergie''  with a . paddle • heel-like impression of energy, 

spinning or motion, The symbol.is prominent on each of the label 

• alternatives for washing machines shown  on the next twO pages. 

Generally, the labels reflect a cdricern for the trade-offs between two 

desirable label characteristics - simplicity and the provision of "full 

information".
6 

The first labelIs:to the extreme in simplicity, offering 

only a national average estimated energy cost for the labelled appliance, 

for the purpose of easy comparisokagainst similar, competing models. 
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'Because there is evidence that most appliance purchasers put a relatively 

small amount of effort into pre-purchase information-seeking,
7 
and because 

it is believed that a majority of consumers visit only one or two stores 

before buying,
8 

the second label includes a graphic illustration of how 

.the labelled model's energy consumption compares to the consumption of 

competing models. Appendix B lists possible groupings of product types 

and sizes that would be meaningful for consumer comparisons.
9 

As well as highlighting a national . average energy cost for .quick comparison 

of-washing machines' energy efficiencies, the third labelendeavours to 

provide full information about : how costs are influenced by energy prices,
10 

12 - 
water heater type

11 
and number of loads washed per week. It is clear that 

a purchaser in Prince Edward Island planning to wash 12 loads per week 

should Weigh energy costs considerably more heavily in his decision-making 

than an Alberta consumer who does 4 loads eaeh week with a gas-fired 

source of hot water. 

eollcmilrg 	nf 	 1)( ,  uRofnl on the 

labels of the other appliances: 

refrigerators - province 

ranges - proVince 

clothes dryers - province, loads per week 

dishwashers - province, water heater type, loads per week 

freezers - province 

teleVisions - province, hours per week 

. air conditioners - province 

The third label is also different rrom the first two in that the estimate 

of national average energy Costs is  for '10  years' operation rather than 

one.
13 
 This feature is seen as desirable because the effective intent of 

the labels is to encourage conuMers to think in terms of lifetime cdsts 

• 
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‘of owning appliances, rather than buying . with only purchase price in mind.' • 

However, the government would ù-ant to enstire, perhaps by  pro-market.  testing, 

that the statement of 10-year costs would not be interpreted as a 

suggestion that the product Would last for . 10 years. 

A number of people have been critical of the fact that energy consumption 

' is shown on the draft labels in ternis of dollars. They point out that 

this factor results in the display àf a national average cost figure which 

is not close to the actual costs of operation in most parts of the country; 

on the third label, we are only able to get around this problem at the 

expense of increased label complexity which may confuse some consumers or 

discourage them from trying to understand the label. In addition, residential 

energy prices are increasing throughout the country, making. it difficult 

to keep the dollar costs np-to-date. And these prices are rising at 

different times and different rates across the country. If we were to 

put kilowatt-hours per year or some kind of energy efficiency rat ing on 

the labels instead of dollars, however, the figure would be  the' saine  for 

all parts of the country, and rising energy prices v,ould be of no concern. 

In spite of these drawbaeks, dollar estimates are believed to be some mix 

of "desirable feature" and "necessary evil". There is no evidence that 

consumers are motivated to save energy itself, particularly if they have 

to pay higher prices for their appliances in order to do so; it is assumed 

to be moncy that consumers are interested in saving when they add . inselation 

to their house, buy a smaller car  or  choose an energy-efficient appliance. 14 

Thus, if consumers are to be expected to respond to energy labelling 

initiatives, they first must have energy consumption in some dollar form 

for weighing against purchase prices. If annuli kilowatt-hour consumption 

were to be provided, for example, consumers would have to: 

1. have a feeling for what a kilowatt is, rather than being "scared 

off"  or  confused by  an  unfamiliar technical term; 

2. know what price they pay for electricity; 

.3. know to multiply annual coruss,umption by price per kilowatt-hour; 
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• 4. transform the annual cost into some form of lifetime cost; 

5. take the time to make the ealdulation. for each appliance under 

consideration (as opposed to quickly glancing at the labels for 

a national average figure which, admittedly, is somewhat less 

useful to them). 

• The U. S.  Department of Commerce is mid-way through a major research project 

(to be completed in March, 1977) aiMed at determining exactly what types of 

information consumers need, want and understand on energy labels for 

appliances. Early indications . from some "focus sessions' are that, while 

most people are motivated by, and respond to dollars, many don't really 

understand BTU's, kilowatt-hours, therms or cubic feet of gas, or energy 

efficiency ratios. Many don't knew how much they pay for energy. As regards 

the question of dollar  figures and national averages, some consuMers feel 

that the relative figure (national average) is all that they need to make a 

wise choice, while others respond that they would lend no credibility to 

a national average figure. 

A Department of Commerce official suggested that the U.S: labels will 

probably highlight a national average  dollar figure and show on a small 

table at the.bottom of the label che dollar costs at different costs per 

kilowatt-hour (i.e.,  2, 4C, 6, 8C and 10c). While this gets around 

the problem of regional updates that is characteriStic of the third 

lab..7:1 put forward in this paper, it relies on consumers to know their 

own marginal cost of energy. 

• Clearly there is some uncertainty as to how consumers would actually take 

in and process different types of information that might be.provided on 

energy labels. As the Departmentof Commerce study continues, it is likely 

to yield answers to  sonie of our questions. However, Consumer and Corporate 

Affairs should probably conduct pie-market tests directed at learning ;lore 

about some of the following considerations: 

• .- understanding of terminology 

- dollar energy costs vs. non-dollar forms 

• - annual vs. 10-year costs 

' -- simplicity vs. full information 
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' Information  Program 

• The Office of Energy Conservation has budgeted $750,060 for fiscal year 

1977-1978 for the preparation of pamphlets, posters, newspaper and 

•television advertisements and other promotional material in support of 

• the energy labels. In addition, CCA's Information and Public Relations 

Branch will have a valuable contribution to make in encouraging its 

consumer affairs contacts in the meda to tell their readers and listeners , 

 about the importance of the new labels. Since two departments will he 

involved in the promotion of the program, their activiti, will have to 

be extremely carefully co-ordinated. 

The details of the information program obviously need not be worked out 

until the government has committed itself to a particular label and is 

ready to begin. At this stage, however, it is apparent that two elements 

of the promotional backup will be crucial te the labels' success. First, 

.consumers must be taught to recogni2:0 the labels and to accept them as a 

trustworthy source of useful information- Second, they must be.giveu 

some awareness ol  I lie  iffiportance'or: signiiicancAt 01 Jile .timu caw.Lirw,. 

Test  Procedures and Testing.  

If appliances are to be required•to bear labels that show estimated energy 

costs, then it will be important that all manufacturers determiue these 

costs under the same conditions.
15 

.Ïest procedures for measuring the energy 

consumption of each of the products to be labelled have been or are:being 	- 

developed in the United States and, for sonie products, in Canada. A list 

of the 	existing standards is given in Appendix C. It is recommended that 

these standards serve as the basis for the labelling regulations, although 

portions of them may need to be modified to suit Canadian conditions or 

situations, or to bring them closer in line with the government's aims . . 

It is expected that the Department will require the full-time service of • 



at least one engineer for no less than a year to review the existing 

standards for all of these product;s, to deal with the technical concern s . 

of the Industry and to make recommendations respecting the content of the 

regulations. 
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..The government could require that the energy consumptions shown on labels 

• be certified by government laboratories or some independent third party 

such as the Canadian Standards Association. Instead, however, it is 

recommended that the régulations merely state that products must be 

labelled according to their energy consumption, and outli,Fle. the test 

procedure'that will be used  by,  the  government to measure energy consumption 

. for enforcement purposes; this leaves the responsibility for label 

accuracy up to the manufacturer: .While this second alternative may entail 

more enforcement activity by the government, it has the important advantage 

of making it possible for the program to come into effect more quickly. 

For example, it has been estimated that, if the Canadiah Standards 

Association were to purchase the facilities needed for testing refrigerators 

and refrigerator/freemers, it wodld take a year to test all exiÈ:ting models, 

individual manufacturers, on the other hand, would be able to conduct the 

tests as an on-going part of their research, development and production. 

Another drawback of a certification-based label would be the possibility 

that the prototype submitted  fo certification  would be more carefully : 

assembled and tuned than a typical model off the production line, so that 

the consequent energy consumption'rating would be unrepresentative in 

the manufacturer's favour; under the proposed approach, however, manufacturers 

would be liable for any appliance whose energy consumption was found no.t 

• • to be as good as claimed by the 'label (within'a specified tolerance). 
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' Administration  and Monitoring of the  Program 

ObviouslY, at the beginning of the appliance labelling program there will 

be a considerable amount of activity involved in informing manufacturers 

as to what is re4uired of them by the regulations. However, the amount 

• of on-going administrative support needed would be related in part to the 

• amount of information displayed on the labels. For the simplest of the ' 

three . labels put forward in this paptu:, the government need only provide 

manufacturers periodically with a national average cost of electricity 

(and gas in some cases). This cost would be applied. by 1;.he manufacturer 

to his products' energy consumptions to arrive, at the national average 

energy cost. 

The administration behind . the second label would be moru extensive. 

Because individual manufacturers cannot be expected to know the energy 

consumptions of all competitors' models, the government .  would have to 

make this information available. It'would seem logical to requIre 

mauufacturers to send in to the government, peLhaps once a year; a list 

oi dll thuir thOdulS aUd Lheir upjri;y comiumptieus. An aUmluistracixe 

person would transform this information into the appropriate comparative 

graphs for the next year's labels, and send the information  out to manu-

facturers. These yearly updates -  would reflect increases in residential: 

energy rates, as well. 

For the third label,  the  program's administrative  staff  would determine 

from available information on utility rate structures, provincial averages 

of the costs of electricity and 'the costs of heating water by.gas, 

electricity and oil. This information would be given to manufacturers 

and importers who would  compile the table on the right hand side of the 

label by multiplying these costs by their products' consumption of 

electricity and hot water. 

• 
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Enforcement ----------- 

The enforcement of an appliance energy labelling program will be inherently . 

different from the enforcement:of existing labelling legislation under the 

department's jurisdiction. While it is relatively simple to test an 

89-cent•bag of cookies or a 99-een 1:  tule of tooth paste  for  their net 

contents under the Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act, testing an 

appliance for its energy consumption is a much more complex and costly 

exercise. Unless the government:could demonstrate that it  lias  "reasonable 

grounds" to believe that any provision of the energy labelling regulations 

had been contravened, it would bave no authority .to inspect a manufacturer 's 

plant or books, or to seize DU aPpliance; and it might be hard to establish 

such reasonable grounds without first testing at Ieast one of the manufactureT's 

products. Thus the government prOb,:kbly would  have 	purchaa:11 most  of 

' There are several ways that the government will be able to monitor the 

effects of the labelling progrFil onthe energy efficiency of appliances 

during the first few years of the labels' existence. 'First, It is 

expected that the engineer responsible for the technical aspects of the 

writing of the labelling regulations and test procedures will be in 

' close enough contact with technical people in the industry to be aware 

of the extent to which research and technical innovations to products 

are initiated in response to consumeyrs' new awareness of energy costs. 

Second, if the comparison feature of the second draft label is included 

in the labels which eventually are required on appliances, the administrative 

staff would have an on-going record of the energy costs of operation for 

all individual models; if this feature is not a part of the label, the 

same information could be secured through in-store examinations of labels 

by.  the  department's field .staff, or by voluntary submission of the 

information by manufacturers. This information. on models' energy consump- • 

tions is incomplete in the sense that it giVes no indication of the effect 

of the program on trends in the sales -of efficient and inefficipnt appliances. 

If manufacturers could not be required by the regulations to send in this 

inrormation to Une gov•ernment a ;:elaLively ei,Lensive in.i.vuy of retailers 

and appliance purchasers might be useful. 
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It is recommended that . the government sample some products from the 

market each year and have them tested for energy consumnion by the 

National Research Council, the:Canadian Standards Association or somc 

• other agency or association which is likely to have other:Uses for the 

types of facilities required for testing in accordance with the.procedures 

set out in the regulations,
17 

It is felt that the Department of Consumer 

and Corporate Affairs itself would not be able to justify a capital 

expenditure of about $150,000 on the facilities ne•ded to test only a 

few refrigerators per year, for example. 	 •  

The  reiaLively high 	oL testIng appliances enurgy consumptions 

gives rise to another significant difference in the program's enforce- 

ment. Under the Consumer Packaging and Labelliim Regu•ations, an inspecto r . 

wishing to establish whether a shipment or a "lot" of products meets the 

requirements of the Regulations •Illust examine a representative sample of 

products from the lot (e.g., a sample of 10 from a lot between 101 and 

300).
18 

Because of the expense, this would not he practical for energy 

labelling regulations for appliances. On the basis of a sample of one, 

a conviction could be applied only to the single appliance actually tested; 

the government would not be in a position to order that the labels, of all 

other appliances in the lot bearing false labels be replaced. 

It is recommended that, in the first two or three years of the program., 

the government should set aside about $100,000 annually for the testing 

of a relatively cmall sample of aPpllances. Depending upon Lhe extent 

Lo which  1s1 e1 	-jolatLons are detect'ed by the3-:;e tons early jn the • 

life of the progrm, these enfor(2.ement erpenditures could be increased or 

• decreased in later years. 

appliances that it wished to test. The costs of transporting heavy . 

 appliances to and from the tesi:ing laboratory of the government or its 

testing agent would be considerable. Costs of the actual testing of the 

energy consumption of refrigerators and air conditioners have been 

• estimated at $600 and $550 respectively.
16 

On top of that, money would 

• have to be spent on restoring some of the products, damaged by testing, 

. to their original .  state. 
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. Some  Important Legal Issues 

,On the basis of two legal opinion.' received lite  in 1975, the department 

was initially under the impressiOn that appliance energy labelling 

regulations could be issued under the Consumer Packaging and. Labelling 

. .Act which, although not written with the labelling of appliances in 

mind, contains a clause 18(1)(h) permitting the extension or application • 

Of any provisions of the Act to any product that is not a prepackaged 

product, whether or not the products label-contains a declaration of net 

quantity. About five months ago, however, a detailed consideration of 

how regulations might actually. be formulated revealed a ilumber of weaknesses 

in the use of the Act (relevant sections are reproduced in Appendix D of 

this paper) for energy labellinp purposes. Appendix E is a copy of a 

memorandum from the department's tegal Branch touching on the following 

problems. 

1. 'Section 4 of the Act, which normally prohibits the sale, importation 

or advertising of products not bearing a label containing a declaration 

of "nc4 oumntitv" aF urescribed mprInv the Act, could pnt 	nppl -ic.r1  

in the case of appliance energy labels containing n6 declaration of net 

quantity, in spite of section 18(1)(h). At first this was interpreted 

by the Privy Council legal office as meaning that regulations under the 

existing Act could not force.sellers to label their appliances. 

Subsequently, however, the PCO has agreed that a case may be made 

that: secLions 18(1)(h) and  10(b) (iii) cau be read together, so as 

to permit a regulation which requires energy consumption information 

to bc provided whore there is already any label (defined as "any 

label, mark, sign, device, jmprint, stamp, brand, - ticket or tag") 

on the product. All applianceS are thought to bear sucb a label. 

2. The authorization in section •0(b)(iii) to require disclosure of 

information respecting the "performance... of the product" is not 

broad enough to require information about how the labelled prochit's 

enory conuuT,tion  compares  against coa..pg 	c:n.:.17r,y use (z,:, 

in tl,e second label put iorward id this parer). 
• 
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• 

' 3. On the surface, section 10(b)(iii) would not appear to authorize the 

requirement of an additional,imRermanent label of the sort proposed 

in this paper; instead, it states that an existing "label" (likely to 

be of a permanent nature, possibly displayed where it is not readily 

seem by shoppers) is to be altered to include the required information. 

However, the Director of the Privy Council legal office has pointed 

• out that Consumer Packaging and Labelling Regulations governing . 

labelling respecting the "capaciy of receptacles" (under Section 

18(1)(h) and 10(b)(iii) of the Act) have, in practice, permitted the 

use of a secondary display label in lieu of alterations to existing 

labels.
19 	. • 

L.  Because section 4 of the Act could not be a,pplied in the case of 

appliance labels, it would not be an offence under section 20(1) 

to sell import or advertise an appliance that doesn't bear an 

energy label. If energy consumption information were required under 

sections 10(b)(iii) and 18(1)(h),. however, the person who el:ernes the 

label (probably the manufacturer), and ignores or fails to meet  su eh  

requiremenus, would be subjec't. •uo pLoseenLion under secLion 20(2). 

Considerable problems in enforcement might arise. If foreign manu-

facturers failed to comply with the regulations, could the government 

do anything about it? And wIlat action could the government take if 

importers or retailers were to choose to remove labels put on appliances 

by manufacturers? 

Apart from the question of whether the Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act • 

. • gives the government the authonUty to issue energy labelling regulations 

for appliances, there is the separate question of whether regulations of 

the sort proposed are constitutional. An exploration of this question 

was requested of the Department of justice ,. with not only the possibility 

of regulations under the Consumer. Packaging and Labelling Act in mind,, 

but also with a view to finding alternative means.of establishing the 

labelling scheme should the existing Consumer Packaging and Labelling 

Aet prove to be 31 inuprepriate 	 • 
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At the time of writing, the Office of Energy Conservation and the Consumer: . 

Bureau are awaiting the decision  of. senior  officials in the Department of 

Justice on a 22-page legal opinion on the constitutionality of federal 

regulations respecting energy labels or minimum energy efficiency standards, 

for both automobiles and appliances. The leg.al adviser who wyote the  egal 

opinion feels that grouping appliances together with cars may strengthen 

. the case for appliance labels and standards. 

Because the contents of the legal opinion will remain unknown outside: the 

Department of justice until a decision has been reached lzy senior Justice 

officials, it is not possible .to speak with any degree of certainty about • 

• what the eventual legal foundation of the labelling program is likely to 

be. There are several possibilities. 

The issuing of regulations under the existing Consumer Packaging and Labelling 

Act has one great advantage over the other alternativeS -- it can be. done 

relatively quickly, without asking Parliament to pass new legis«lation or to 

amend existiug legislation. For:that reason, :it shuld he pursiled until 

the associated drawbacks are perceive ci  to be insurmountable. The Director 

of the Privy Council legal office has recommended that a rough draft of 

proposed regulations under the Act be prepared as quickly as possible and 

sent to his office for an assesSment of their validity by the Criminal : 

Law SeCtion. The potential enforcement difficulties outlined in item 4 

above would seem to be the greatest threat at this time to the eventual 

choice of this regulatory mechanism.. There may be eonstitutional complications 

as well, since it is hard, if not impossible, to justify the provision of 

energy consumption information cin labéls on the basis of either weights and 

measures or criminal law, the two federal jurisdictions on which the 

Consumer Packaging and Labelling _Act is founded. 

Depending on the decision reached by Justice officials on the constitutional 

legal opinion currently before them, another  alternative may be to  .rite  

a new Fct, founded on some thus-far untried fer.lral anhority over ceru 
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conservation, giving the government the power to pass regulatiôns aimed at 

reducing, through efficiency standards and energy labels, the consumption • 

of energy by all cars and appliances sold in Canada. 

' It may be, on the other hand, that Justice dètermines that no case for such 

an inherent federal authority can be extracted from constitutional  juris-

prudence. The "next best" alternative then might he to fall back on 

established federal authority over interprovincial and international 

trade, being content to require the labe3ling only of appliances that 

O)0 imported or shipped from one province to another. :U. is estimated 

th -t:  this would apply to roughly 75 percent of the .appliances purchased 

in Canada, 
20 
 Assuming that at least 90 percent of domestically produced 

appliances are manufactured in 'Quebec or Ontario, it is apparent that 

simi]ar requirements by thes e  two provinces to cover intra-provincial 

sales would cover most of the 25 percent of Canadian sales not covered 

by the federal regulations. 

coco- 	B!_suc,fits 

Towards the beP.inning of this  pap e ,  it was explained that the labelling 

route to reduced energy consumption by appliances had been selected in 

part because of the great difficulty in determining at what level 

efficiency standards should be set. The basic problem, even in the 

United States where a lot of money is being spent in researching the 

question, is that very little is known about the effects of improvem3 

in energy efficiency on consumer prices Of appliances, This lack of 

information on cost structures in the applintice industry will:also 

prevent us from carrying out a full cost/benefit analysis before the 

implementation of the proposed labelling program. As implied earlier, 

however, this is not seen as a drawback  of any great consequence because, 

in effect, manufacturers and consumers will do the analysis themselves, 

over the next few years as consumers begin to take into consideration 

their new-found knowledge on ener .gf operation costs, provickd on the 

laels. Tf  a  atiucture -r 	enrgy 

a ww3hluiç 1 ,:(.hi1(2. to Lite.  point W),IYe tbe 	i\Jc.ci.: , tuA of  tt 
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rates his machine as giving a poor-quality wash, or to the point where 

his product is priced above competing models to an unreasonable degree, . 

his sales will'suffer and he will make some changes in'his product. If, 

on the other hand, a particular manufacturer ignores the new concern 

•  about energy costs whilellis competitors make Improvements to their products, 

he could again expect a drop in sales. 

The above is not intended to suggesC that we have no feeling at all for 

what appliance industry cost structures are like. Consider the upper 

half of Figure A on the next page, for example, showing  n  theoretical 

terms the costs and benefits tp consumers of energy efficiency improve-

ments that could be made to a particular, "before-labels"'appliance. The 

horizontal axis represents posslble decreases in the product's lifetime 

energy consumption, relative to its consumption prior to the intxoduction 

of energy labelling. Vertically, the increased Cost curve illustrates 

the increases in retail purchase price associated with 'eachPossible level 

of lifetime energy savings. The curve is "concave-from-above" because 

it is assdmcd chat manufacturers:seeking  toi  mprove a product's' officicncY 

would make tue least c .-:::_ponsive innovations iirst. lue Litetimc ineLgy 

Savings curve shows the corresponding savings in energy Fosls over the 

life of the produt, appropriately adjusted to reflect energy price 

increases, the general rate of inflation, and discounting to present 

value. 

Let the "lifetime cost" of owning and operating an appliance be defined 

as "purchase price plus discounted costs of energy over the life of the 

product". And let the beforn-làbels lifetimè cost of the product under 

consideration in Figure A be PQ as.shown in the lower half of the Figure. 

Then the lifetime cost  associa ted  with each possible deci:ease in the 

product's energy consumption wouid be as indicated by the Lifetime Cost 

curve. • Up to point R on the horizontal axis, lifetime energy savings 

arc increasing at a greater rate than increases tb purchase price. Beyond 
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•that point, the reverse is  truc. Thus, a "perfect" labelling program 

would lead to reduction PR in the lifetime energy consumption of the 

appliance, since tbe costs to consumers of any further improvements in 

,the product's efficiency would exèeed the value of the energy savings. 

It is useful to be aware of differences between this theoretical point • 

• of equilibrium and the level of efficiency improvement that may be brought. 

about under minimum energy efficieney standards which the Federal Energy 

Administration in the United States has the power to impose under the 

'Energy Policy and Conservation Act passed in 1975. The  114.A may prescribe 

minimum standards for an appliance if it can illustrate that the savings 

in operating costs throughout the estimated average life of the product 

will outweigh any consequent increases in purchasing costs or maintenance - 

expenses.
21 

In other words, implicit in the U.S. legislation is.a 

willingness to push energy savings beyond the economist's traditional 

point of optimal allocation of resonyecs at R, whre ma .rgjnal, costs 

and benefits are equated, to as far as point S, where  the total 

and benefits of the dl ;i5  in pupdurt design are equal. 

Before leaving this discnssion of.theoreLical relationships, two complica-

tions should•be introduced. The upper half of Figure A is reproduced 

in Figure B. Assume that the Truc Lifetime Energy Savings curve represents . 

some notion of the "true" current-dollar present value of the energy 

savingG  in opera ting  the appliance over its lifetime (using the interest 

rate paid on premium savings accounts as the rate of discount). Then 

in a world of "perfect knowledge" and "rational" consumers, the product's 

efficiency can be expected to be jmproved by the amount PR, as explained 	• 

above. However, if consumers are . ghown an annual cost figure on a label, 

they are likely to perceive the lifetime energy savings to be different 

than the "true" value, for several reasons. They may not have a good 

impression of the expected life'of the product, or of what changes can 

be expected in the real price of energy. They probably would. have no 

• 
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conscious awareness of the concept of discounting ta present value, 

although in.their weighing of purchase price against energy costs they 

could be expected to value current savings considerably more highly 

than future savings. The perceived energy savings would likely be lower 

than the "true" savings, as shown in Figure B: The associated improve-

. ment in product efficiency would be PR', the distance between R and R' 

.being larger the greater  the  extent to which the value of the savings 

is undervalued. It is because of thJs danger of undervaluing Savings' 

that an estimate of lifetime savings, referred to as ten-year savings. 

on the.third labelling alternative in this paper, is believed to be 

very useful to consumers. In addition, such an estimate may have a • 

greater impact on consumers than  an annual figure, merely because it 

is considerably bigger. It is c-onceded, however, tlat even the ton-year 

figure may be ignored or weighed lightly in a purchaser's decision-

making. 

The second "complication" is crucial »to any evaluation of the bonefits 

from a jabelling.proKram (or frod minimum efficjuncy studards); From 

eiscussions waLn Lne . hivislou oJ, hulloing 1.estcaien aL Lhu aLiùudi 

Council of•Canada, it  lias  been determined that energy wasted in the 

operation of inefficient appliances is given off into the household as 

heat, directly reducing heating tosts over about 55 per cent of the year: 

- (national average) when homes are being heated.
22 

Again the upper half 

of Figure A :is reproduced, this time as Figure C. Consider refrigerators, 

ranges, freezers or televisions. Assume that the Apparent . Lifetime Energy 

Savings curve represents the value of energy savings from the operation 

of the appliance itself. The Aclual Lifetime'Fnergy Savings Curve located 

45 per cent of the distance to the Apparent curve, would indicate the 

savings in appliance operation costs net of increased healing costs.
23 

One would argue, then, that the oPtimal improvement in energy efficiency 

would be PR", significantly less. than the improvement  PR  implied by con-

sideration only  of the  gross savings. A corollary to  su eh an argument 

would bn that products should he labelled  accord log  to their net energy 

use ie)ther than their 	en 01g  ue(pilleuts, 	couM 
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.be expected to reduce the impact of the labels on consumers because,for 

all the products to be labelled.except clothes dryers and  room air con-

ditioners, the net figure would be significantly less than the gross 

figure. 	• 

For air conditioners, operated only in the warm summer months, gross,and 

. net energy consumptions are equal. For clothes dryers, the energy. . 

actually used up as a consequence of:its operation is greater than its 

metered intake of electricity or gas. This is because the air that a 

dryer blows outside is drawn in from the air in the home and repjaced in 

the home by air that is di:awn in from outdoors. During the winter months, 

this air is cold and must be heated from the outdoor temperature to room 

temperature by a furnace. For dryers, then, the optimal improvement in 

efficiency would be greater than PR. 

Dishwashers and clothes washers  are a little different  an in. Most of the 

energy in the hot. water they use is dumped down the drain and lost to the 

household. 11et,:ever, some of the'hoL water energv escapes from waLur pipes 

or from the appliance .itself before the water is drained, and conuriuutes 

to the heating of the house. 

Appendices A-1 to A-8 contain. relatively detailed estimates, for each of 

the eight appliances in question, of the ui:ential for gross and net energy 

savings  ovni: the first 10 years.of an energy labelling program.  In 

making  the  calculations, the following average before-label. annual unit 

consumptions of energy by each type of appliance were assumed to decrease 

by one-tn et 	mu h of the aont indinted,over cad) of the ten years:
Vi 

before-label 	ten-year 
annual:unit 	improvement 
consumption 	in efficiency 

• 
refrigerators 	1500 1:wh. 	40% 
freezers 	1600 kwh. 	30% 

. olectrj,.. ranges 	U00 kwh. 	10). 
•clothc.0 	1700 1,\.d.. 
c1ec1:i5c dr)uci:b 	900 
ditdmashe -r3 	1500 1:wh. 

• air conditioners 	400 kwh. 	20% 
colour televisions 	350 kwh. 	207, 

.!11 
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. Cross and net energy savings and net dollar savings for all.eight of 

the labelled appliances together are.shown in the table on the next 	* 

page. Gross Savings, expressed in kwh although part of the savings 

would be in ou l and 2as used to heat water for clothes washers and 

dishwashers, are the savings in the operation - of the appliances them- 

' selves. These same savings, net of increases in household heating 

. necessitated by the improvements in appliance efficiency, are also 

shown, this time in units of electriity, gas and oil. It is important 

to note that there are net losses of oil and gas and that, while the . 

1985 net savings in electricity are estimated  nt  one per cent of 

national demand, the losses in . gas and oil in that year could both 

• be expected to be about one-tenth of one per cent of national demand. 

The kwh equivalent of the net savings of  ail  three energy forms would 

be approximately 5S per cent of the gross swing;; that is, on the 

average, 42 per cent of the savings of energy in the operation of 

appliances would need to be replaced in the:household through 

'increased space heain',..;. The total dollar value of the net savings 

of electricitv, 	;:,nd oil are alL?o iv a in tl -,e table, in 1976 

dollars at 15 -io pris'. 	• 

Even if the energy efficiencies of all the appliances were to improve 

no further after 1937, gross energy savings, net energy savings (or 

losses, in the case of gas and oM and dollar savings would'cOntinue 

to increase for about 15 years, untjl all 1 .lousehold appliances were 

of 1987 efficiency. Even beyond that, the savings would continue to 

increase somewhat in response to population growth. 

It is important to note that the figures shown in the table are 

exactly what the title says -- estimates of the Rotential for energy 

savings under an energy labelling program. It would be misleading 

to refer to these figures as the:benefits from a labelling scheme, 

for there is no way of knowing the extent to which appliances' 

energy efficiencies would be improved in the absence of energy labels. 

?rodun inneva'ciGns in C;min-i - ade flpplianc(.s 



ESTIMATES OF TUE POTENTIAL FOR ENFT.ry  SAVINGS UNDER AN ENERGY LABELLING PROGRAM  • 

1978 	1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1937 

. Gross f;uvlrgs (millions kwh. ;1 	115 	355 	734 	1270 	1972 	.234 	3932 	3215 	6722 	8466. 

of liontLng EffuoLs 2  

- noctricity (millions kwh.) 	 100 	305 	626 	1070 	1677 	2426 	3340 	4526 	5700 	7176 

- as 7. of national demand 3 
	 . 1 3 	 1.04 

- G,:e (millions cubic feet) 	 -57 	-164 	-329 	-565 	-869 -1245 -1696 -2231 -2345 -3560 

• - as S of national demand -3  	-.02 	
-. 1 0 

- Cil (millions gallons)  	0 	72 	-3 	-8 	-11 	-16 	-23 	-3 1 	-38 	-49 _ 	 . . 	. 
, „ . 	. 

,-  as  Z-f—nat;ional -demand
3

. 	 . .• • 	-.01 	. 	 • -.10. 

Dollar Savings (millions dollars)
4' 

	

1.9 	4;9 	10.7 	17.0 	27.3 	3 9 .5 	53.9 	73.2 - 92.6 115.5 

, 	__„ 

1. Stcs  in energy consumed by labelled appliances, obtained by summing lines E from Appendices A-1 to A-8. 

2. S;7 1;_17',:"S of electricity, gas and cil, net of the effects  on  household. heating. The figures are obtained by 
line E from Appendi:: A-5 and sections M fro:1 the other  tables in Apoenrr;ix' A. 

3. . Th€  fires ,,sed  for  national riPMand in 1980  and  7 935 we,-- e from  the  high-price .  Jew g -rowth scenario given on 
nr..gc. 3 3, 56 and 53 of An.  E-..‘ ery Strategy for Cannd: Pollcies for Self-Reliance,  Department of Energy, Mines 

7:.e2ources, Ottawa, 1976. 

4. ThL.s.-3 are the total dollar values (in 1976 dollars nnd at 1976 prices) of the savings in electricity. , gas and cii whose prices are assumed to be 2 cents per  kn..  -1.50 per mcf and 43 cents per gallon respectively). 
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. have been spillovers from  U. S.  research and development. One could' 

argue, then, that pressures placed on the . American industry by the 

appliance requirewents under the Energy Policy and Conservation. Act 

will serve, indirectly, to decrease considerably the energy 

•consumptions of appliances in Canada. 

The assumed 10-year improvements in appliance efficiencies used in . 

calculating the estimates of potential energy savings are considered-

to be conservative- Generally, the improvement percentages were 

obtained by adjusting the Federal Energy Administration t :argets for 

reduced consumption under the 13. S. minimum standards program, to . 	• 

reflect information obtained from a variety of other  sources.  The ' 

following are thn targets for Tcductions in the average energy 

consumption (measured between 1972 and 1980) of each appliance type 

Refrigerators 	43-50% 
Freezers 	33-40% . 
Dishwashers 	2 2-40% 
Cas  dothes dryers 	• 14-20 2  
Eleùrxie 	drver 	6-1A7 

Room air conditioners; 	28-40% 
Colour televisions 	50-80% 
Electric  rouges 	.' 	8-20% 
Cas ranges 	43-50% 
Clothes washers 	, 11-50% 

Each of these efficiency targets was discussed in FEA "Technical 

Background Information" papers: Tables from those papers, showing 

various design options and their corresponding efficiency improve- 

. Ments (not additive), are reproduced in Appendix F of this paper.
26 

What follows i.s  a  *brief sunnaary of some of the other evidence that 

• was taken into consideration with- re.spect to possible.> improvement 

percentages for the individual apPliance.s. 

• 
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' A. Refrigerators and refrigerator/freezers 

1. Page 7 of Appendix 1 of a CAMA submission dated June 15, 1976 states 

that the approximate range of energy efficiencies (measured in 

cubic feet per kwh per day) for top-freezer, two-door, frost-free 

refrigerators sold in Canada is 3.2 to A.5. 

• 2. The AHAN 19•6 Directory of Certified Refrigerators and Freezers 

•  . shows rather wide ranges in monthly energy costs for refrigerators, .  

refrigerator/freezers and freezers. At 2C per kwh., monthly costs 

for automatic defrost refrigerator/freezers between 15.5 and 18.5 

cubic feet in capacity range from $1.70 to .$3.45, for example. 

3. A Business Week article (Jdly 26, 1976) stated that Philco Cold 

• Guard refrigerators and freezers "are priced about 3% higher than 

comparable models from Phileo's competitors but consume an average 

of 40% less energy." If the average refrigerator uses 1500 kwh 

per year, this implies a savings to consumers of $12 per year at 

current average Canadian electricity prices. 

B. 	Electri 	-c ranes 	 • 

1. ln November 19/o, Canadian Gc.:neral Lloctric announcnd that it was 

"introducing an energy-saving, self-cleaning ovpn which ... costs 

eight per cent less than  the  previous model."
27 

The oven now 

consumes 27 per cent less energy, saving buyers about $1.80 per. 

year in energy costs, at current prices. This was made possible 

by 	new type of door gasket,.improved insulation and à highly 

efficient hinge. 

2. Hydro Quebec, Ontario Hydro'and Calgary Power have estimated that 

during non- cl eaning cycles, .self-cloan °vows use 25% to 	307„ 

to 50% and 15% to 30% less onergy rcspeetjvely than standard 
28 

•ranges, in large part because of higher levels of insulation. 
 

3. In Appendix  J.  of the CAMA submission dated June 15, 1976, it is 

estimated that "the retail premium cost of insulating the oven 

only (rot the door) of a standard range, in the same manner as a 

self-clean oven would be $7.00. The estimated energy saving is 

18%." 	h , :!,;lindm., on an-i -ntial 	uEo of /fflo 1 ,„:;:, by tb(' 
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portion of standard electric ranges, the value of these saving s .  would 

be $1.44 per year at current prices.. However, the estimate of 18 .g 

savings seems low in view Œf item 2 above. 

4. In tests on about 10 standard electric ranges, Consumers Union 

estimated differences of about 193 kwh per year, worth about $3.90 

at currenet Canadian prices, in the enerpj usage oC the most 

efficient and least efficient models; presumably the difference would 

. be much larger if self-eleaning ovens were included. For 6  as  ranges, 

the annual spread was 1440 cubic:feet, worth about $2.15 at $1.50 per 
29 mcf. 

C. Clothes Washers 

1. Test results were given for standard-sige automatic washing machines in 

the April 1976 edition of the  .Canadian_Consume:r .. Of the 12 machines 

tested, the Simplicitymodel, costing 97, more than average, used slightly 

more tban one-half as much hot ater as the other machines, on average 

(almnst all the energy used by wasberS is for water'heating). It was. 

rated highly in cleaning performance, with only one machine.being 

rnte2. higher. The least effi .cieuL hot water user ;  were the 1yert 

and the Westinghouse which were rated low in cleaning performance. 

Assuming 400 loads per year, the national average costs of hot water 

for tbe machines, taking into account the costs of heating water by 

both gas and electricity, rahge from a low of about $16 per year to 

a high of about $36. 

D. Clothes Dryers 

1. Consumers' Research.  Magazine', July 1975, reports that, for the 12 

electric dryers tested, the inost efficient  model(when meaSurcd in 

pounds of. water removed per kwh) required about. 25 per cent less 

energy than the least efficient. If the average annudl use of 

electricity per dryer is 900 kwh, then the differences in operating 

costs would be about .$4.50 at 24 per kwh. 

• 



E. Televisions 

•..1.  For  nine 19-inch colour television sets tested for the December 1975 

issue of Consumers' Research Magazine, energy operating costs ranged 

from 22C to 33.2C for 100 hours of use, at 2c per kwh. Neither 

picture qua]  ty nor overall rating seemed . to be related to the amount 

• of energy consumed. 

I 	l n 	 I 	• 

- 	 - 

; 	• 

F. Air conditioners , 

1. In a brief dated May 18, 1976 submitted by the Heating, Refrigerating 

and Air Conditioning institute of Canada, it was stated that room air 

• conditioners  have au  approximate range of Energy Efficiency Ratios 

(measured in BTU's per waté-hr.) of 5.6 to 9.8. 

2. In the 1976 AHAM Directory of Certified Room Air Conditioners, these 

ranges of EER 's are reported for 115-volt window air conditioners of 

different cooling capacities: 

under 9,000 BTU/hr. 
9,000 to 12,000 BTU/hr, 

12,000 to 15,000 BTU/hr. 

or .= 

5. 14  to 10.5 

6.6 to 11.6 
8.7 to 10.2 

cost of 2e per kwh, the annual operating costs for air conditioners 

with different EER's are as shown in the following table. 

ENERGY EFFICJENCY RATIO 

BTU/hr. 	5 	7 	9 	11 

	

6,000 	$9.60  

	

8,000 	$12.80 	$9.12 

	

10,000 	 $11.40 

• 12,000 	 $13.68 

$5.34 

$7.12 

$8.90 

$12.46 

$4.38 

$5.S4 

$7.30 

$10.22 

3. According to information given in the  •une 1976 issue of Coppluders:__ 

Resenrch Mflgi!zi.ne,• some air conditioners can be purchased for 

significantly less than competing products with similar cooling 

capacities and EER's. Gibsonand  hot point  models  rat; cd  at 10,000 

BTU/hr., eachwith EER 's of 77.5, were priced at $240 and $360 

respectively, for example (U.S. price). • 
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4. The HRAI brief mentioned above also made these comments on energy 
• 

efficiency improvements: 	 • 

."A theoretical model was developed for a 5000 BTU room air con-
ditioner. To increase the E. E.1.  from 6.0 to 8.0, based upon 
Canadian operating condition  of 400 hrs/annum, using power et a 
cos t. of 1.8c per KWH, the payback to the 'consumer would be 19.3 
years without changing values. 
It is also a fact that increasing the E.E.R. also significantly 

• increases the size and weight of the unit. This necessitates 
using more resources and also more energy to produce. Another 

• model was developed and it was found that the weight increased 
by 17 lbs. Industry has concurred that it requires 20 KWE to 
convert raw material to derive 1 1b. of material. This then 
gives 340 MI to reduce the energy being consumed by' 4the final 
product. lt is then apparent that we consume more producing 
than is saved." 

Appendix Ç shows how the paYback period of 19.3 years was càculated 

•y Westinghouse. 'For several reasons, this argument by HRAI, that the 

24M  redue tien in ennrgy consumption associated with raising the EER 

from 6 to 8 - is not economically feasible, is not seCn as conflictins 

with the assertion in this paper that an energy labelling sCheme 

could  1  ay I r: important rolc  in bringing about economically justified 

improvements in the energy efficiency of room air conditioners, of at 

least 20% over the next 10 years. First, the ERAl.nample considers 

the possibility of immediate changes to product design, as opposed to 

longer terra changes that could be co-ordinated in an optimal fash•oi'i . 

 with on-going purchases of capital equipment. New technology and 

product innovations are likelY to corge about in the United States, 

where the basic design work  L'or air  conditioners apparently is done, ' 

in response to further rises in the real costs of electricity and Lo 

pressure by the If. S. governident. 

Furthermore, it is believed 'that,if manufacturers wer'e to make major 

changes in the design of their air conditioners over the long term, 

improved efficiency would notnecessarily mean heavier products as -

suggested by URAL . in the Consumers' Research Maiviz.ine article 

mentioned in. item 3 above, the weights of 8,000 BTU/hr. models with 

EE'; of 0.2 o9. 3  range fiU.r. .0!) r!' n 
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Concluding. Remarks 

The following recommendations are made with respect to the development of 

energy labels: 

1. a steering committee, witfi representatives from the Consumer Standards 

Directorate, the Consumer Pnterest Study Group'and the Office  of  Energy 

Conservation should be formed immediately to co-ordinate the program; 

the Legal Branch, Information and Public Relations and Hie .onsumer 

Services Branch can be involved when necessary; •  

2. the department should proceed immdiately to put together a rongh draft of 

regulations to be issued under the Consumer Packagtng and Labelling Act, 

q.,?nt to th ,, 	 (, f 4- (2c. f ,,t 

regula  tory  route proves  flot  to be feasible, the government will be able 

to fall back on some other option, as suggestecl .  by the forthcoming legal 

opinion from the Department of Justice; 

3.. subject to the findings of a.quick pre-market test of some label 

alternatives for consumer comprehension, the labels - should show dollar 

estimates of 10-year or 15•ye1r energy operating Cots; 

4. products should be labelled according to their gross consumption of 

energy, rather than their consumption net of increases to household • 

heating, for two reasons: 	• 	 • 

a) the principal aim of the pi-ogram is to save as much energy as possible 

in the operation of appliances; 

b) the over-statement of "trUe" savings is likely to be more than offset 

by consumers' tendancy tb.weigh savings in initial purchase cost more 

heavily than savins in future energy operating costs; 

thon, if some manufacturers were to make major long-run deSign 

changes to their products rather than merely "scaling up" the 

efficiencies of existing models by adding weight to evaporators, 

condensers, compressors and other components, efficiency gains . 

could be made without adding' weight to the products. It is worth 

noting, too, that other sources of information estimate the energy 

input per pound of product to be less than 20 kwh 30. 

• 
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5.  sonie  variation of the "full information" label (showing bow energy costs 

are affected by provincial residential energy •costs and by product usage) 

probably should be required by the regulations at first; while pre-market 

tests can determine whether consumers will understand the labels, only 

after the labels are actually on products will we be able to determine 

the extent to which shoppers 'read, and are affected by, the supplementary 

information given in the table to the right. If they  don' t:  use, it, it 

can be removed in later years; 41 the meantime, the basic national average - 
. 
costs still would be plainly visible. 

• 

• 
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FOOTNOTE S 

1. The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of December, 1975 gives 
the Federal Energy Administration the power to set targets for 
improvements in the average: energy consumption of major  hou se-
hold  appliances, and to prescribe mandatory minimum energy 
efficiency standards in the avent  that these targets are not 
approached at a reasonable rate. The FEA budgeted more than 
$3,000,000 in 1976 for research and develippment into energy 
labels and minimum standards.. • 

• 2, The "average" refrigerator/freemer, for example, is assumed to be 
about 15 cubic feet in capacity,.to cost less than $400 and to 
consume about 1500 kwh./year. At 1976 electicity prices of 2c/kwh,, 
energy costs are $30 per annum, or $450 (ujthout discounting) 
over the assumed 15-year life of the product. 

3.  Accord tag  to a CAMA  submiss  ion  dated june 	l976 ›  <-.7ome refrigerato ): / 
freezers use approximately 50% more energy per cubic toot of capacity 
than the most efficient modols.' 

A. Product_Information_yreference_ofyisadvantaged Consumer os hy John 
Liefeld, DepartMent  of .  Cons  t nuer  S  tad  Les,  Univcrsity  of Guelpfi, for 
the Consumer Research Council, 1915. 

5. Research Project to Develop Enercry Infoction Lab . ] q for Homo App)iancec. 
prepared by Human Sciences Research inc., McLean, Virginia for the 
National Eureau of Standards e  U.S. Department of Co„mleree, September 
197 4 . 

At this Stage, the labels are shown as uniligual English because 
general label content is the. principal concern. When labels 
actually appear on the market, however, they will be fully bilingual, 
probably either as a one-sicle sticker or as a tag with English on one 
side and French on the other, 

7. In "Prepurchase Information Seeking for New Cars and Major Household 
Appliances" by Newman and Staelin, journnl eC Marketing Research, 
August 1972, the number of stores visited by the 653 people sampled, 
and the out-of-store information-seeking scores obtained by those 
people (out of a possible 20), were distributed as follows: 

'Number of Stores 	Information-Seeking Score . _  _ . . _ _ . • _ . _ . _ . _ _  

1 	49% 	0 to 2 	. • 	22% 
2 or-3 	26% 	• 	: 	3 to 5 	27% 
A or 5 	16% 	

. 
6 to 8 	24% 

6 or m 	
.

ore 	7% 	 • 	 9 to 11 	 14% . 
 ' 	
. 

' 	• . 	12 to 14 	9% 
15 to 20 	A% 

" 	rtcya; y  of  Prepurchase Infonna tion. 	 l'att cmr-,•." 'Dy  Cl; x1 na , 
•lf 	,iryirclal or: Coru, , uvr:r 	 J97!..• 

t 	 - 1 of '2.'3 
;At:L .1(2 71;1 	sv i.s.!.ts 	 yuna 	 1. 2 vi 

Also see' foo'cl. ,.nt.e 6 above. 

•8. 
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9. 	The U.S. Energy Policy and Conservation Act requires that major 
appliances shall be labelled . as to their estimated annual energy' 
consumption, and that the labels shall include a comparison against 
the energy consumption of competing products. For refrigcrators, 
refrigerator/freezers, freezers, dishwashers, clothes dryers and 
room air conditioners, the comparisou groupings shown in Appendix. 
B of this  piper are quitesimilar to those proposed by • the  FTC 
for use in the United States (page 43250, Federal Register, September 
30, 1976), The other groupings were dreamt up by the writer. 

1 0b. From thus-far unpublished information received from Statistics .  
Canada on local electricity bills for January 1976, and from the 
Canadian Cas Association 1975 Statistical ,Summarv figures for 
December 1975, the following provincial average tosts of residential 
energy were assumed: 

electricity 	gas 
(ç  per kvh.) 	($ per mcf.) 

- Newfoundland 	 2.3 	- 
Prince Edward Island 	4.5 
Nova Scoti.a 	 2.7 
New Brunswick 	 2.2 
Quebec 	 L 	 2.21  

Ontario 	• 	l.7 	1.74 
Manitoba 	 1.6 	 1.68 

2.0 	 1.19 
z.0 

British Columbia 	 2.2 • 	1.49 

11. By converting figures given in the March 1974 edition of Co nsumers' 
Research Magazine to imperial gallons, the following costs of . 
heating water by electricity and gas were calculated: 

electricity 	gas 
(c )lcr gallon) 	(t',‘ per gallon) 

Newroundland . 	- .69 
Prince Edward Island 	1.35 	. 
Nova Scotia 	 ' .81 	• . 
New Brunswick 	. 	• 	.66 	

• 

Quebec 	• 	.54 	.31 	' 
On 	' 	• 	.51 	.24 
Mauitoba . 	.48. 	.24 
Saskatchewan 	. 	; 	.60 	.17 
Alberta . 	.60 	.74 
British Columbia 	. 	.66 	.2,1 .  

12. Only the costs of hot water are included in the figures given on, 
the labels; that is, the relatively small costs of electricity are 
e'., cluded, 	The figurs are for a washin ,,,, m.;chine usin , •., 15 

• (4.  lia L 	:;!te'; per looad. 
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13. For this mock-up, the 10-year cost was obtained by multiplying the 
annual cost shown on the other two labels by 10. In practice, 

however, the yearly costs could be discounted to present value or 
adjusted for anticipated'inc:reases in energy prices. 

14. An Examination of Measures Designed to Encourage Energy Conservatipn 
from the Perspective of Motivation Theory, prepared for . the Office 
of Energy Conservation in October, 1975 - by Avrim Lazar and Associates, 
Ottawa, defines "extrinsic Motivation" as motivation employing 
rewards and  punishments, or incentives and disincentives. "intrinsic 
motivation" changes behaviour by altering the basic values  of 	' 
individuals. Energy labels arp largely an extrinsic motivation 
suggesting, in effect, that energy conservation is a tool to be . 
used in saving môney, thus increasing one's potential for consuming. 

15. Think, fOr example, how differences between producPoswould be distorted. 

if scme mnula(2turers were to test refrigerator/freezers in a room 
at 20 °C, with the freezer at -9 °C and the refrigerator at o

6 ° C, while 
other manufacturers tested their products in a room at 30 C with the 

• two compartments set at -15. C and 1
o
C ropectively. 

16. To a letter to the writer dated April 9, 1976 from the Assdstant 
Director, Special Projects, Standards Division, Canadian Standards 
Association. 

17. Officials  st  both the NRC and the CSA have indicated an :1) .ft:el:est. in 
bucomliw, involved in Lhc Lstip::; of tn,rg).  consumlions. 	Ecr..ere 

11-In 	pnv..f , rrtilpr, vunrP -inforion 	he reedud 

on the exact natAire of th.e . tests, the number of te.sts to he performed 
Per year, and so on. • 

18. Sample sizes are set out in SOR/75-130, Canada. Gazette Part II, 
March 7, 1975. 

19. Section 38 of the Consumer...Packaging and Labelling RegUlations, 
SOR/74-142, Canada Gazette Fart I], March 1, 7974. 

20. From data in the CAMA Industry Forecast 1976, and from discussions _  _ . _  _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _  
with people in the industry, it was assumed that about 20 per cent 

• of appliances sold in Canada are Imports. Ontario and Quebec  • ere 
each assumed to provide 45 per cent  of the  domestic production. 

21. Section 325 of the Act. Other costs and benefits of .the labels,. such 
as any change in the utility or performance of the . product, or any 
negative effects on Compotl.tion, are a1so to be taken into consideration. 
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• 22. Fr0:-.1 a computel simulation of a typical house, the 'Division of 
Building Research determined that, with the indicated insulation 
levels, energy wasted by appliances would contribute to household 
heating for the following:  port ions  Of  the  year: 

Vancouver 
Lethbridge 
Saskatoon 
Winnipeg 
Toronto 
Ottawa 
Montreal 
Fredric  ton 

Saint Johns 

R20 walls 
R30 ceilings 

257 
37% 
47% • 
/187 
35% 
40% 
37% 
38Z 
38% 
487,  

R12 walls 
R20 ceilings 

477 

• 

The national average would, be about 37 per cent for R20 iu the 
walls and U30 in the ceilfngs. The  Ottawa figure is increased by 
1.8 per cent if levels of R12 and 1120 are assumed; apPlying this 
sa: 	percentage to the national average for the hif,hut- insùlation 
levels yields an estima te of 44 per cent for the national average 

levels  112 cad R20. 	But. even thesc levels o.r insulation aîc 
higher than found in the average Canadian household. Assuming 
that houses with no insulation  ai: ni 1.  would  tenu ire heating throu ,.Wout 

(3 pe: ceat. o.:7 the 	a\acc,;e:), Ole fi;„ure for 
, 	In Lanada :as  assumed to I -ft! DJ per cent. 

The assumptions made and the equations used in thc NRC computer 
si7ulation are outlined in, Building Research Note 117, Not Annual 
Eeat Los Factor Method for Estimating Beat Requirements of Buildings, 
,Movember 1976, by G. P. ilia:alas. 

23.• icr the purpose of simplicity, this assumes an equivalence amongst 	, 
heating values per dollar rcueivec'. Tro:,1,oil, gas and electricity. 

24. The before — label consumptions - were based on Iiii.forma Lion from a number 
of sources, including the CAMA and IIRAI briefs, the Office of Energy 	- 
Conservation's :100 Ways to Ss..e Ene.rgv and Money n the Flom.? , the AllY,st • 

• re. -i- rigern  toi:  directory, an'd a  aper • by Ont ario hydro s Puwer  Me  1- 1 ,:ü t 
.Analysis Departme.nt , dated ...1finuary entitled "Selected Analyses 	' 
of Electricity Use in On 	in 	to support the assumed 
10-year effiCiency improvements is given further on'in the "Costs and 
Benefits" section of thiS pAper. 

25. Page 19881, Federal Registgr, May 14, 1976. 

26. The titles of the technical . papers, put out in March 1976 by the 
;-.2i•diance Efficiency Program, Conservation and Enviroup.unt, Federal 
1::icrgy 	Win:hington 	20!;61, aye: 



Efficiency Targets 

Efficiency Targets 

Efficiency Targets 

Efficiency Targets 

Efficiency Targets -

Efficiency Targets 

Efficiency Targets 

Efficiency TargeLs 

for Appliante 

for Appliance 

for Appliance 

for Appliance 

for Appliance 

for Appliance 
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Technical Background Information 
for Clothes Dryers; 

Technical Background Information . 	. 
for Clothes Washers; 

Technical Background Information  for 
for Monochrome and Colour Televisions; 

Technical Background information for Appliance 
for Room Air Conditioners; 

Technical Background Information 
for Freezers; 

Technical Background Information 
• for Kitchen Ranges and Ovens-; 
Technical Background Information 
for Disbyashers; 

Technical Background Information 
for  Refrigerator-Freezers. 

27. From an article in the Ottawa Citizen, exact date unkno • n. 

28. This information was con -taied in a letter dated. March 31, 1975 
front a CAMA member .(naine  not legible) to the Office of Energy 
Conservation. 

29. .12(.• 528, Con::;u;nor Rcports, July 197! 	• 

30. Mi- .  F. Metcmlfe, Vice. Prcsideilt (Enginceri) of White W.c.F.tin. -, housc, 
in ca addr,...ss on èrn,::17 ,,.:;y 	 Lu  

(d 	LLtuaricai i!,fuup), twuu j 

• of 10 kwh per pbund. 

Appliance 



• EST 	OF THE -POTENTIAL  FOR EÀERGY SAV S UNDER AN E'NERGY LABELLING.PROGRAM .  

REFRIGEEATORS* 

	

1077 	1978 	1979 	19 30 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1983 	1986 	1987 

A 	Saving3 Fr.cor 	 CO 	.04 	•08 	.12 	.16 	.20 	.24 	.28 	.32 	.36 

3 	7.;nie 3 ,r.v7 (:e-L.)  	n 

	

u 	CO 	120 	180 	240 	300 	360 	420 	450 	3 ,40 	600 

C 	Sales ('.:hc.:is 	  66? 	710 	744 	734 	835 	860 	395 	915 	975 	1015 	101.5 

r 	Anp2.7.2n-c. ..*:cun 1  Savings for the Year's Frcduction (million!. k,..7h.) 	L, 	43 	CO 	141 	200 	258 	329 	q0,  

	

-.,) 	453 	548 	rl- J.,..) 

E 	Appare.:r',: 	vi:1,--.,s for Products improved to 7.,ate! (millions k-h.) 	0 	43 	132 	273 	473 	731 	1053 	1446 	1914 	2462 	3095 

' G Lcss of  ••t to the Home (millions kwh.) 	0 	24 	71 	150 	250 	402 	579 	793 	1053 	1 354 	1702 

H 	ircreased :c_ating - Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	0 	1 	2 	4 	6 	9 	13 	17 	22 	2 -7  
. 	 . 

„ 
• - Gas (millions •cubic •fe-t) 	0 	47 • 141 	'0, 

	

...,... 	504 	779 	1122 	1541 	2041 	2624 	329.=:,  

- Electricity (millions k-/-1 )  	0 	3 	'8 	16 	29 	4 4 	. 64 	87 	11 6 	1,y2 	- - ..._, 

i.ct•al. Savi7gs 

- '-'7nctri2ity CIri11 4 ons k-h 	- 	0 	40 	124 	257 	444 	687 	989 	1359 	17(J3 	233 	290 .  

- Ccs ( -...•n-,3 cubic feet) 	. 	0 	-47 	-141 	-291 	-504 	-779 	-1 , 22 -1341 -2'i41 -224 -3258 

- r;2:1 (::.: -.:_ 2_Cn8 sailors) 	0 	0 	-1 	-2 	-4 	-5 	-9 	-13 	-17 91  --,- -Li 

•	 

	

7. 1:.ul Actur.:1 :7.1...:-ings (millions kul,..) 	 0 	19 	-4-.0 

	

..... 	123 	213 	#.329 	474 	651 	8' 	1 108 	139:; 



• ... • 

C  for Products Inproved to Date (millions o 	7 92 80 	125 	182 	251 429 	540 7 

ESTill'ES OF THE  *POTENTIAL FOR  ZURGY SAllIFS UNDER  AM ENERGY LABELLING . PROGRAM .  

Ï.1ECTRI0 RANGES* 

• - 	 - 	\ . 	 . . 	 . . 	. . 

	

1977 	1973 	197 9 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1'285 	1936 	1937 

A 	Savinze 7:_. ,r:c -, 	 CO 	.01 	.0 9 	.03 	.04 	.03 	.06 	.07 	.08 	.09 	.10 

n Unit 3f-.....: ( 1 )  	0 	1 9 	24 	36 	48 	60 	72 	84 	96 	108 	120 

C 	Sl_cs (t:•of.: 	  56 1 	598 	6 1 9 	678 	715 	750 	785 	820 	c'-- 

	

uDD 	89 ) 	9 9 5 

D L•pparene. • . --.u.F., 1 Savings for the Year's Production (imillior3 kwl...) 	0 	7 	15 	9 4 	3/: 	45 	57 	69 	82 	96 	111 

G LOjS Of .:7.-:s.t ta the Home (millions kwh.) 	0 	4 	12 	25 	.Mk 	69 	100 	13.1 	133 	236 	,0- L,/ 

U Increase ,: reatng 7 Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	0 	,) 	0 	1 	1 	4 	
'' 	3 	4 	3 

. 	. 	 . 
. - Gas (millions cubit feet) 	. • . 	 8.. . 23 	48 	'85 	13 1 . 	194 	267 • 355 	457 	573 

- Electricity (millions kwh.) 	0 	0 	.1 	3 	5 	9 

	

0 	: . 11 	13 	20 	26 	
..... 

M 	Actual 8-.,c: 	 . 

- 7loc.f. -:Ity (millions k-•-•1  	0 	7 	21 › 	43 	65 	117 	171 	236 	313 	403 	507. 

- (.-m.. : -:.•:_lions cubic feet) 	. 	 0 	-8 	-23 	-Lg 	-85 	-13.., 	-194 	-267 	-353 	-45 ( 	-.57 

- CL:. "::. -..11 -1::ns gallons) 	0 	0 	0 	0 	-1 	-1 n  

	

—c 	-.? 	-3 	—A 	---, - 

: 	Total .t'.:.:v..... 	.-imgs (millions kw'm  ) 	 •. 	 0 - 	-3 	10 	21 	36 	r- 

	

5 	82 	112 	150 	193 	-/_. 3 



q OP THE POTENTIAL FOR F.ICY SAVUNDER  AND  ENERCY LABELLING 'PROGRAM • ESTI 

A 

FREEZERS* 

1977 	1978 	1979 	19'80 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1904 	1985 	1986 	1937 

00 	.03 	.06 	.09 	.12 	.15 	.18 	.21 	.24 	.27 	.30 

B Unit Savin^,s 	 0 	48 	96 	144 	192 	240 	288 	336 	354 	412 	480 

	  457 	474 	493 	511 	528 	548 	568 	588 	608 	628 	648 

D Aparent 1. --.- u•-: l Savings for Year's Production (millions kwh.) 	 0 	23 	47 	74 	101 	132 	164 	193 	233 	271 	311 

J. 

E Aparent GavIngs rcr Products Improved to Date (millions kwl.) 	 0 	23 	73 	144 	245 	377 	541 	739 	972 	1243 	1554 	Y 

G Lc'ss  •-.., r Eel:: ::-.) H.cuse (millions kwb  )  	0 	13 	25 	79 	135 	207 	293 	406 	534 	684 	855 

Pi 	Increared 11 , -.ting - Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	0 	' 

	

i. 	1 	.2 	' 3 	5 	69 » 	11 	'14 
. 	• 

 
• 

- Gas (millions cubic feet) 	q , 	25 	7', 	153 	2 6 2 	4C1 	57.3 	787 	1033 .1326 	1 4 57 

- Electricity (m:ilion ,1 1 , J1 1 )  	0 	1 	A 	9 	15 	23 	33 	 59 	75 	94 

M 	 Favir 

- (millions kwh.) 	  135 	230 	154 	508 	694 	913 	1168 	1460 

- C;as (lillns cubic feet) 	0 	-23 	-7'4 	-1 52 	-262 	-401 	-578 	-787 	-102.3 -1326 -57 

- 2i1 (mil7.:ur.'-; gallons) 	' .J 	0. 	- 	- 

	

_ 	- 	-2 	-3 	-5 	-5 	-9 	il 	-'.4 
f . 	

. 

c':al  Act: e 	
. 

: ,.,ingS (milliOns k-e-  ) 	
, 
J 	

,n 

	

' 2 	65 	110 	170 	243 	333 	437 	559 	629 



• ••.,
• 

ESTIMIII,OF THE POTENTIAL  FOR  EW:.UGY SAVI•UYDER AN ENERGY LABELLING PROGRAM 

C!-LWR TEUVISION* 

) 

	

1977 	1978 	1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1933 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1937 

A 	Sa • ings 7c.cto.:: 	 00 	.04 	.(.7i8 	.12 . 	.16 	.20 	.24 	.28 	.32 	.36 	.40 ' 

B U11.!.e.  Savingo ':-..•:1.)  	n 	7 	14 	21 	28 	35 	42 	49 	56 	63 	
7G 

C 	S l ee3 (t....-ou.-.::o) 	  9 .... 	945 	902 	1042 	1094 	1149 	1206 	1265 	133 	1396 	1466 

D A-Ai-a:cat An. Savings for the Year's Production (millions :.a:•1.) 	0 	7 	14 	2 9 	31 	40 	51 	62 	74 	63 	. 103 

E Lnparent 8a.:1-.;;3 for Products Improved to Date (millions le.wi .) 	0 	7 	21 	u3 	74 	114 	165 	227 	301 	389 	4?2 

G Loas of 1-'_at. to Home (pillions kwh.) 	0 	4 	12 	24 	41 	63 	91 	123 	166 	214 	
9,.1 -i_:. 

H Increased Y.2rng - Oil (Pillions gallons) 	. 	0 	0 	0 	0 	1 	• .1 	1 	2 	3 	, 	3 	- 4 
. 	• 	

, 
. 	.- 	. . 	 . 

- Gas (millions cubic :"eet) 	- 	0 	8. 	21 	47 	79 	122 	176 	242. 	322 	' 415 	525 

- Electricity (millions kwh.) 	0 	0 	1 . 	3 	5 	7 	10 	//: 	ls 	- h 

	

4-, 	
':1 
...t2 

M 	L.'::::::al Erv-: -:-, - 	• 

- E1.-?.ctric.:. 	(mUlions kwh.) 	0 	7 	" 

	

.-•„. 	
A0 	69 	107 	155 	213 • 	2 	2.65 	:;.. 

- C%-,..: :7 -:.:1i'.:ns cubic feet) 	  ... 	0 	-6 	-21 	-47 	-79 	-122 	-176 	-242 	-322 	- 1 5 	-52; 

- n1 (:-.:...:7.-as .-.9.11ons) 	0 	0 	0 	0 	-1 	-1 	-1 	-2 	-3 	-1 	-4 

. 	 f 

. 	1:-a1 ;..c ,...- --.1 .-...vin"-zs (millions k'ch 	. 	0 	3 	9 	19 	33 	' 	51 	74 	102 	135 	17:3 	..;,-,,i 



11, 	ESTIM• OF THE POTENTIAL FOR  EN.Y.:GY SAVIA,UNDER  AN ENERGY LABELLING PROGRAM  • 

ROOM AU CONDITIONERS* 

	

1977 	1978 	1979 	1930 	1961 	1982 	1983 	1934 	1985 • 1986 	1937 

A 	Savinp r,-: . .7.-- 	.00 	. .02 	.04 . .06 	.08 	.10 	.12 	.14 	.16 	.18 	.20 ' 

B nit Sav!: -.,- ::,-;  ) 	0 	S 	16 	94 	32 	40 	48 	56 	64 	72 	SO 

C 	.cles .'.: --.:u1-=»7) 	  190 	205 	220 	220 	20 	240 	250 	260 	270 	280 	290 

D Annual S.,:-.- 	r:":. thr,  Year's Production (illions kwh.)...  	0 	2 	4 	5 	7 	10 	12 	15 	17 	20 	" e_, 

E n;tal r.:.,.,:!..-:?, ' - ilions kwh.) 	0 	2 	6 -  ' 

	

i.L 	13 	2?. 	40 	5 5 	— 

	

,L 	92 	113 

-'-------- 	--, ce A-9 



0 ESTIMAII

11110 
7  THE POTENTIAL FOR ENERGY SAVIINIA",« AN  ENERGY 1..*JELLING hwcnAm  

.a 

DISUWAS.* 

L97/ 	I 	1979 	19z:0 	191 	Y)82 	1581 	19:.» 

A 	Svins 	 ,. nu 	
. 

:to- 4 0 :;.tt., 	„, 	.. . 

	

,, 	.04 	.06 	.02 	.10 	.19 	• ..Ç 	• ! 	.1% 	. 1U 1 ' 

.UnIt Savings (..:i)  	0 	3 	60 	90 	120 	.1 50 	180 	2 :3 	.:: 	270 	300 

Solos (thousans) 	315 	35, 	395 	435 	480 	5 20 	560 	600 	670 	705 

Appsrent Aanual Savins for the Year's Production (millions kwh.) 	0 	J._ 	. 1 4 	39 	58 	78 	101 	126 	__ 	181 	219  

Apparent Sivings for Products Improved to Date (millions kwh.) 	0 	11 	35 	74 	132 	210 	311 	437 	5;7:: 	770 	981  

Savings of Electric input (millions kwh.) 	0 	16 	33 	59 	94 	140 	197 	
, • 	343 	449  

C 	Loss of }et  to Home (millions kwh.)  	0 	"' 

	

, 	• 9 	18 	39 	52 	77 	1.0 	-.1.8 	190 	243 

H 	Increased Heating - Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	0 	• 0 	0 	1 	1 	1 	9 	'-, 

	

- 	.3 	4 
- Gas (millions cubic feet) 	0 	b 	17 	35 	69 	101 	149 	209 	;..; 	3 68 	471 
- Electricity (millions kwn.) 	0 	a 	1 	2 	• 4 	6 	8 	17 	::.:. 	2 1 	27 

1 	Savings of Hot Water Input (millions kwh.) 	0 	0 	19 	41 	73 	14 	171 	240 	3:.4 	4 9 4 	540 

J 	SavisLgs of Fuels - Electricity (millions kwh.) 	' 	,  	0 .. 	;:; 	10 	21 	37 ,, 59 • 	07 	1" 	:-_.',5 	.4.4c 

	

-"e' 	275. 

- Gas (millions cubic feet)  - — 	' 	• C 	1: 	34 	72 	130. 	207 	305 	428 • 5 -1 	757 ..°4 

. 	• 	- Oil (millions gallons) 	' 	0 	0 	0 	L, 

	

1  	O 	1 .• 	J. 
. 

..- 

	

% 	2 

. 	Los -.. of Heat to Home (7ai1lions kwh.)  	0 	_ 	3 	• 7 	19 	19 	23 	40 	3 :', 	-7- 

	

.0 	89 
. 	 1 _ 	Increased h 	 1 	.:. 	1eating - Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	C 	0 	0 	0 	0 	_  

- Gas (Millions cubic feet) 	0 	_ 	6 	14 	2 3 	37 	54 	iS 	1 	135 	172 

- Electricity (millions kwh.)  	5 	;) 	0 	1 	1 	/ 	3 	4 	8 	3 	10 

2,:-.tua1 Savins 	 • 	 . 
- Eaectricity (millions kwi'.)  	0 	.; 	25 	51 	91 	145 	2 15 	303 	4'.': 	523 	580 

- Cs  t.millions cubic feet)  	G 	.:, 	1 .1 

	

_4_ 	2 4 	45 	39 	102 	LY.:_ 	.....;... 	-r, 

	

h_.,J 	'17 ,-..- 

" Oil (millions  gallons) 	
P 
J 	

r) 	r% 

	

lé 	0 	-1 	."'1 	-1 	-2 	-2 	-9 	-6 

'y_tual Savings (millions kwh.) 	  49 	3 3 	f 203 	289 	510 	850 

on page A-10 •-• 



V.  

41> 1A
L  FOR •ENERGY SAVINC111kŒR AN ENERGY LAnELLING PROGRAM MEIMAIILEZ_29_ 

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES .  UASiIERS* 

	

1977 	157 	1979 	1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1985 	1586 	1587 

Savings Factru. 	
.0G-,, 

	

.u. 	.04 	.06 	.02 	.10 	.12 	.1A 	.16 	.18 	. 10 

Is - Unit Savings (1:wh.)  	0 	1 	68 	102 	136 	
170 	204 	138 	272'.;06 	20  

C .  S ic  (LhousLnds) 	450 	52 	540 	590 	625 	
660 	695 	730 	7..3 	800 	i,35 

	

1 	Apparent AnnlIa3 Snvings for the Year's Production (millions kwh.) 	0 	1:; 	38 	60 	85 	112 	142 	174 	28 	14 5 	»,c..,,. ......, 

	

& 	Al),Inrcat Snvin:;s for Products improved to Date (millions kwh.) 	0 	1; 	56 	116 	201 	313 	
455 	625 	'', ', 7 	1 081 	1366 

	

'le:: 	Savings of Electric Input (millions kwh.) 	0 	3 	6 	10 	16 	23 	
,- 

	

.;.i. 	42 	54 	68 

	

_. 	 , 	9 	-.) 	6 	9 	13 	17 	:3 	30 	37 

	

C 	Loss of Heat to Home (millions kwh )  	- 	. 	, 

	

_ 	i • creased Heating - Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	• 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	
r, 

	

, 	0 	0 	1 

- Gas (millions cubic feet) 	0 	' 	4 	6 	12 	17 	25 	33 	
, 5 	53 	72 

- Electricity (millions kwh.) 	0 	1 	0 	0 	. 1 	1 	1 	 3 	3 	4 

	

Ti: 	Savings of Hot Water Input ,(millions kwh.) 	G 	1 7 	53 	110 	191 	297 	432 	593 	791, 	1028 	1258 

	

1 	Savings of Fuels - Electricity (millions kwh.)  	0 	.) 	27 	56 	97 	151. 	220 	305 	405 	524 	461  

- Gas .(millioas cubic fee) 	. • 	0 - 	3) 	94 	156 	34 1  '' 530 	771 	104? 	141) 	18:35 	2317 .  
. 	. 

- Oil (millions gallons)  	' .0 	.) 	0 	0 	1. 	1 	2 	1 . 

	

_ 	, 

	

J 	.4 	5 

. 

	

- 	Los:: of Heat to Home (millions kwh.) 	0 	_ 	7 	15 	26 	41 	60 •. 	
83 	110 	142 	17.7 

	

_ 	Increased Heating - Oil (millions gallons) 	J 	, 

	

, 	0 	0 	G 	1 	1 	1 	2 	
.) 

	

- 	3 

- Gas (millions cubic feeu) 	0 	• 	14 	29 	50 	79 	116 	161 	213 	275 	347 

- Elec.tricity (millions ku'l )  	0 	
. 

	

: 	1 	9 	3 	5 	-, 

	

, 	9 	, .-, 

	

1.- 	16 	90' 

- Electricity (minions kwh.) 	0 	2 9 	60 	103 	1 • 1 	235 	325 	417 	550 	704 

- (mill.ions cubic 'feet) 	  

	

76 	141 	279 	434 	630 	873 	1"...T 1 	1 502 	135 5  

~ Oil (minions 	 0 	0 	1 	0 	1 	1 	1 

1 
Actual Savings (millions kwh.) 	  47 	98 	169 	263 	382 	52; 	704 	910 	1150 

.•n 

on paze A-10 



:R AN ENERGY LABFLLING,PROGRAM  

• 

41, ESTIMATESOTHE POTENTIAL FOR ENERGY SAVINGS  

A 

 
• • •. ...• 

'4. 

ELECTRIC DRYrRS* 

1977 	1;y7i7; 

	

, 	1979 	1980 	1931 	19 2 	1983 	1984 	;,(r 1987 

Sang  s Factor 	.00 	.C1 • .02 	.03 	.04 	. 3 5 	.06 	.07 

is 	Unit Savings (h.-7h.)  	0 	9 	15 	27 	36 	4 5 	54 	6L 

desx)  Sales (znousands) 	 433 	-'7 1J 	..95 	530 	560 	55C 	620 	6.5.) 

'kW 	Ap:.)nrenc Annual Savings for the Year's Production (milllor..,: kwh.) 	û 	4 	c: 	14 	20 	:-L7 	33 	41 

•ppn.rent Savings for 2roducts Improved to Date (millions 	h.) 	0 	4 	13 	27 	47 	74 	107 	143 

C 	f. ,J... of neat to Home (millions kwh.) 	0 	0 	1 	1 	3 	, 	6 	8 

U 	Increased ni-?•atin - Oil (millions gallons) 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
- Cas  (millions cubic feet) .  	C 	0 	-; 

	

- 	9 	.6 	8 	12 	'4 
.....) 

- Flectricity (millions kwh.) 	G 	0 	0 	0 	0 	G 	1 	1 

f 	Savings of Warm Air Intake  (millions  kwh.) 	0 	9 	e 

	

, 	14 	24 	37 • 	54 	74 

A 	Decreased :Heating - Oil (millions g:Illons) • 	• 	' 	O. 	G . 	0 .0 . 	0 	
., 

	

1 	1 	1  .... 	, 	_ 
- Cas (millions cubic feet)  ' 	' 0 	A 	7 2 	27 	47 	72 	105 	143 
- Electricity (millions kwh.) 	C 	o 	1 

	

_ 	. 9 	3 	4 	6 	'' 	8  

-, 

	

.09 	.10 

	

,:,1. 	90 
,-- _.. 	710 	740 

	

58 	67 
- - --7 

	

255 	-,,),) . 	, ..,, 	..,..._ 

	

1 ,. 	10 ...,  
G 	G 	C 

,. .-_, 	27 	35 
_ 	9 	2 

	

192 	151 . 

- 	2 	3 
_ - 	9 .''é, . 	312 

L. 	.,4 

Actual Savings 
- kuh.) 	  
- Cas (millions cubic feet) 	0 
- Oil (milltûns ‘allons) 	0 

Actual Savings (millions kw1.1 ) 	   

4 	14 	29 	50 	76 	1 11 	1 cr, 

	

.....,- 	,--. 9 37 
4 	10 	1- 

	

.3 	4 1 	64 	93 	
127. ,_ 

	

.: sz ..:- 	ni 	,-- _. 
0 	0 	0 	0 	I 	1 	1 	: 	2 	- -. 

6 	13 	40 	68 	107 	155 	214 	' ' 	"o ..-,.., 

rage A-11 



kwh. 
1200 kwn. 
1600 k\/1I. 
375 kwh. 
400 kwh. 

- refrigerators 
- electric ranges • 

- freezers 
- colour televisions 
- air conditioners 

,- • 
Tootnote for Calculations of Savings foy Retrgeratos )  •Nangcs,  1 lecze7s, 

, Leievislons and Air Conditioners . 

. A. Assumed improvements in efficiency at constant rates over 10 ycJrs: 

•
. 	

- 	- refrigcrators 	. 	. 40% 
, 	--eleetric ranges 	10% .  
-. 	- freezers 	30Z 

• 

111› 	

- colour teli evsions 
- air conditioners 	

. 40% 
20% . 

B. Savings factor multiplied by the following assumed before-lael avera5-e 

. 	unit annual energy consumptions: 

• 

C. Straight-line extrapolation from CAMA Industry Forecasts 1976, except for 

televisions for which the asi5umed 1977 figure of 900,000 was increased'by 

5% per year. 

D. B multipled by C 

E. • The sum of D over  ail  previous years and curront yc;-•'r 
• 

G. Assum 4 ug  :IL  Lhe 	eneri.,y goes ns 	5.nio thc hor 

of the year, based on discussions with the Division of Building Rese:-,reh, 

National Research Council. . 

H. Assuming tbat 51Z, 38% and 11%. of Canada 's home hcatiugusescdl, 	and 
elec•ricity respectively, based on Stat. Can. -ii64-202, Household Facilities 

and Equipmeut, April 1975. 

M. E minus H 

N. r pinuF, G 



1 	I 	1..1 	• 

- 

•• 

Footnotes for Dishwasher and Clothes Washer Calculations 

• 

A Assumed Amprovements in efficiency of 20% (D) and 307 ((W) at constant 

xates over 10 years 

B Savings factor multiplied by before-label assumed average unit annual 

consumptions of 1500 kwh. (D) and 1700 kwh. (CW) 

C Straight-line extrapolation froili .  CAMA Industry Forecasts  .1.976 

D B multiplied by C 

E The sum of D over all previous years and current year 

F Us•ng U.S. Dept. of Commerce estimate that /157 (D) and 57 (CU) of 

savings would be in electric input 

C Assuming that the wasted energy goes as use fui  heat into the home 

during  .55 of the year, based on discussions with the Division of 

Building Research, National Research Council 

H Assuming that 51%, Z. 	and 117 of Canada's home heatini:, use;s oi.X, gas 

and electricity respectively, bsed on Su il 	Can. i76/1-202, 11t 	id 

Facilities and Flulpment, April 1975 

-Using U.S. Dept. et Comm.:›rce estimete that 557 (D) aUd 95z (C )) 

.of savings would be in hot water input 

j Ansuming . thet 517, 357 and 14% oi Canada 's household hot tter is . 

heat..ed by electrieity, gas and oil respectively,  l. (1 on Stat. Can 

P64 - 202, Household Facilites'and Equipment April 1975 

K Assumig nat 3U (D) and 25 (CW) of hot... wctor 	i;-;cnpc  La  the 

h)use, uue.i un 	 .1;.,J1. 	or 

On 	'Hydro, March 197 6, and assuming that 55Z of that energy 

' contributes to heating the home in winter months 
• • 

L Sanie  as H above 

M (F 	J) 	(H 	L) 

N T-( C 	X) 



'1,1 	 I 	It 	 1 

" 

- Footnotes for Electric Dryer Calculaiions• 

A.  Assumed improvement in efficiency of 107 at a constant rate over 10 years 

B. Savings factor multiplied by before-label assumed average unit annual 
 

consumption 	
. 

of 900 kwh. . 

C. Straight-liue.extrapolation from CAMA 	ForeisLs.. 1976.  

D. B multiplied by C 

E. The surit of b over all previous years and current year 

G. Assuming that the wasted energy  ;oes as useful heat into the home during 

557 of the year, based on disculions with the Division of Building 

Research, National Research Council. 

- 11. Assuming that 517, 38% and _11% of Canada's home heatehng uses oil, gas and 

electricity respectively, based on Stat..Canada e6/1-202, Household 

Facilities and  Equipment, April 1975. 

I. E multipled by .50, on the z.issumption that the heat value of warm air' 

drawn into the dryer from the home is equal. to 507 of the - drYer's con-

sumption of electricitY, based on n submission by Howard Davis of Delmarco 

Management Ltd. of Burnaby, British Columbia 

J. Same as 11 above 

M. (E ± J) - 11 

N. (E -- 1) - G 
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APPETX 

POSSIBLE COMPARISON GROUPINGS 

•Down the left-hand side of the page are listed types of product which should 
be grouped together for purposes of useful consumer comparison. For products 
available in different sizes or.capacities, further breakdown would be needed; 
possible siie groupings are listed at the right of the page. 

Product Type  Size or  Capacity  Size Groupings  

Refrigerators (one door) • 	7.5 to 8.4 cu.ft. 	6.5 .to 9.5 cu.ft. 
Manual Refrigerator/Freezers 	8.5 to 7.4 	7.5 to'10:5 
Automatic Refrigerator/Freezers 	9.5 to 10.4 	8.5 to 11,5 
Manual Freezers 	• 	••  
Automatic Freezers 	 : 	: 

24.5 to 25.4 	23.5 to 265 

• Standard Electric Ranges 
Self-Clean Electric Ranges 
Gas Ranges 

Automatic Clothes Washers 

Electric Clothes Dryers 
Cas  Clothes Dryers 

Dishwashers 

Room Air Conditioners 
(115 volt) 

full-size 
compact 

full-size 
compact 

4,800 to 5,299 BTU/hr 	4,500 to 5,600BTU 
5,300 to 5,799 	5,000 to 6,100 
5,800 to 6,299 	. 	5,500 to -6,600 .  

15,800 to 16,299 	15,000 to 16,600 

• B/W Television 
Colour Television 

5 inches  • 	 . 	4 to 6 inches 
• 6 	5 to 7 	. 

7 	6 to 8 

27 	26 to 28 

• 
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APPFNDÏX 

.EXISTING STANDARDS FOR MEASURING ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND/OR PERFORMANCE 

d F /F i f R i f 

	

Rergerators, ergeratorreezers  and II, 	
. 

	

. 	. CSA Standard C300 

"Capacity Measurement and Test . MethOds for Household Refrigerators" 

AHAM.Standard HRF-2-ECFT 

• "Test Procedure to Determine the' Freezer Temperature and Energy Consumption 

of Household Refrigerators, Combination Refrigerator-Freezers and Freezers" 

• - American National Standard B38.1 

"Methods of Testing for Household Refrigerdtors, Combination Refrigerator-

Freezers and Household Freezers" 

Ranges, 

•CGA Standard 1.1 

"Domestic Gas Ranges: Free-Standing Units" 

American National Standard C71.1 

(for household electric ranges) 

American National Standard Z21.1' 

(for household gas cooking appliances) 

. • Clothes Washers 	. 

AHAM Standard HLW-2EC 

(metering of electricity and water used) 

American National Standard Z224.1 

. 	(performance of clothes washers) 

Clothes Dryers 

CGA Standard 7.1 

"Domestic Gas Clothes Dryers" 

AHAM Standard HLD-1 

•"Performance Evaluation Procedure for Household Tumble Type Clothes Dryers" 

.../2 



'APPENDIX'.0 	' 

; 

Cloches Dryers (Cont'd) 

• ARAM Standard HLD-2EC 

. (metering of electricity or gas used) 

AmeriOan National Standards Z21.5.1 and Z21.5.2 

Dishwashers 

(currently under development by AHAM and the National Bureau of Standards) 

• Room Air Conditioners 

(a standard is currently under development by a sub-committee of the CSA 

Steering Committee on the Performance of Electrical Products) 

ASHRAE Standard 16-19 

."Method of Testing for Rating Room Air Conditioners" 

American National Standard Z234.1 

"Room Air Conditioners" 

- Televisions 

(a method of measuring energy corisumption has been developed by the National 

Bureau of Standards) 



APPENDU 

• 

RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE CONSUMER ,PACKAGING  AND LABELLING ACT 

• 4. (1) No dealer shall sell, import into Canada or advertise any, prepackaged 

product unless that product has applied to it a label containing a declaration 

of net quantity of the product in  the  form.and manner required by or prescribed 

under this Act and in terms of either 

(a) numerical count, or 

(b) a unit of measurement set out in Schedule 1 to the Weights and 

Measures Act and a Canadian unit of measurement set out in Schedule II 

• . 	to that Act, 

as may -1)e prescribed. 

10. Each label containing a declaration of net quantity of the prepackaged 

product to which it is applied shall. 

(a) be applied to the prepackaged product in such form and manner as may 

be prescribed; and 	 • 

(b) in such form and manner and in such circumstances as may be prescribed 

show 

(i) the identity and principal place of business of the person 
by or tor wnom the prepackaged product was manutacLuLed  or  
produced for *resale, ' 
(ii) the identity of the prepackaged product in terms of its 
common or generic name • or  in terms of its function,and 
(iii) such information respecting the nature, quality, age, size 
material content, composition, geographic origin, performance , . 
use or method of manufacture or production of the prepackaged 
product as may be prescribed . . 

18. (1) The Governor in Council may make regulations... 

(h) subject to any other Act of the Parliament of Canada, extending 

or applying any provision of :this Act to or in respect of any product 

or class of product specified in the regulations that is not a pre-

packaged product but is ordinarily sold to or purchased by a consumer 

(i) otherwise than fer resale or for use in the course of a 
business, trade or calling, or 
(ii) with a label applied thereto, whether or not that label . 

contains a declaration QI net quantity. 
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September 21, 1976 

TO: 	Ted Snow 	FROM: I  Hutton 
Consumer Research Branch 	Legal Adviser 

RE: Appliance Energy -  Consumption Labels 
Our File 2750-5 

You  have requested my opinion on the question whether 
it would be possible to implement a system of,..energy labelling 

• for appliances by means- of regulation passed under the Consumer 
Packaging and Labelling Act. The basic features of the proposed 
or desired labelling system, as I understand them, are: 
1) that it is to be mandatory that specified electrical appliance s . 
shall have labels showing>how much energy they consume under 
specified circumstances of use; 2) that the label should also 
contain. certain comparative energy-use information - i.e. 
a statement of how much energy is consumed under identical 
circumstances of use by other, similar or identical appliances; 
3) that the label should be of an independent nature, and be 
displayed in a location where the -public is sure t6 sèe it when 
making the purchase; 4) that the sale or importing.of an 
appliance without Lne iaeei,  as prescribed, should be an offence. 

The following major difficulties emerge in trying to 
achieve these objects through new regulations under s.18(1) • 
of the Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act: 

1) It is not possible, by this method, to make it' 
mandatory that appliances shall bear energy-
consumption labels when sold. Although section 
18(1)(b) permits the application of any provisions 
of the Act to unprepackaged products, section 4 
of the Act, as it exists cannot be read - and 
was not intended. to be read - as making labels 
of this nature mandatory. No other section in 
the Act renders labels mandatory. 

• 
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There is, at present, some difference of 
opinion in the Department of Justice as 
to whether sections . 18(1)(b) and 10(b)(iii) 
can be read together, so as to permit a 
regulation which provides that.energy 
consumption'information shall be provided, 
where there is any label in existence on 
the product (The broad definition of "label" 
in the Act supports an argument that most 
appliances'are sold with existing labels). 
My view, as set out in an earlier memorandum, 
was that a reasonabl,e argument could be made 
that, where any "label" was in existence, 
the regulation could prescribe that the label 
should disclose how much energy the appliance 
consumed. Mr. P. Johnson, Director  of the 
Privy Council office, through whom any proposed 
regulations would have to pass, feels :that 
only where there mas an existing label showing 
net quantity, càn.such disclosure of information 
be required.  He and I both feel that appliance 
labels do not normally disclose "net quantity". 
If your Department feels that, in spite of 
this obvious area of challenge in the courts, 
and of the other difficulties mentioned below, 
it wishes to proceed ., this matter can be presented 
for a ruling to a senior official in Lhe . 
teniirtm;?nt of ,711:1- i ce. 	Lot roc: know if Filch 71 

ruling is required. 

I would point out that, if this difficulty 
of interpretation were raised in the course of 
a prosecution (e.g. where the appliance bore 
a label - not of net quantity - but did not 
disclose energy consumption as required under the 
proposed regulation), the accused may well get 
the benefit of the doubt. The court may .well be 
inclined to say that, since the statute is not 
clear in authorizing the regulation, the regulatien 
is ultra vires the Act, and the accused is not 
obliged to compry with the regulation. 

• • • 	3 

• 
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2. It is questionable whether the authorization 
in s. 10(b) (iii) of the Act to require disclosure 
on certain label of 'performance ... of  the  product" 
is broad enough to authorize regulations which 
require disclosure of relating to other products 
energy consumption information. Mr. Johnson feels 
strongly that. such a regulation would be ultra 
vires the statute. Again in a prosecution context, 
the lack of clarity in the "authorizing" provisions 
of the statute, would probably be interpreted 
against the Crown. 

• 3. The location and impermanent nature of the 
- desired label create some problems. Assuming that 
most appliances carry a brand name  o  sign (such 
as "GE"), and assuming that my interpretation of 
the Act (set oùt above) is correct, and the existence 
of such label makes applicable the p0Wer to prescribe 
what energy conumption information shall be .disclosed 
in the label 	then it would be difficult in many 
instances to mark out an arrangement whereby the 

• permanent brand or sign can be accompanied by an 
impermanent.label bearing.energy consumption 
information in an eye-catching, large format. The 
statute does not  authorize the requirement. of a 
separate label; thus, a separate, more suitable 
location of the energy label cannot be preSeribed 
by regulaL:iun. 	' 

4. It is not possible, in my opinion, to make the 
sale or import of unlabelled appliances an offence 
.through exercise of the regulatory power under 
s.18(1) h. Section 4(1) of the Act, which prohibits - 
the sale of prepackaged products which do not have 
the prescribed labels, cannot be made to apply to 
declarations other than net quantity; appliances are 
not sold or described in terms of net quantity. • 

As 1  mentioned in an earlier memorandum, it may be 
possible to partially enforce the proposed energy- • 

- labelling regulations by reason of s.20(2); this 
section states, among other things, that every person 
who contravenes a regulation made under s.18(1)(b) 
is guilty of an  offence. The proposed regulation 
would provide that where there are labels on 
appliances, they Shall contain certain energy-
consumption  data;» the person who creates the label 

• 
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and ignores such requirement would appear to be 
subject to prosecution. However, the seller or 
importer of an.appliance bearing a label which does 
not contain the required  information  is not caught 
except if the label contains false or misleading 
representations (in which case s.7(1) can be made, 
by regulation, to apply). . 

You have indicated to me that the Department might decide 
to propose new legislation (i.e. amendments to the existing 
Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act or a new Act) to set up a 
compulsory energy labellingscheme along the lines set out above. 
I would suggest that it would be wise to obtain an opinion on  
the constitutional validity of such a proposal before'committing 
too many resources. As you know, such an opi,nion can only be 
given under'signature of the Deputy Minister of Minister of 
Justice, and requires some time. 

It seems to me that the proposed regulation cannot be. 
cOnstitutionally justified as valid federal legislation in 
relation to criminal law or weights and.measures. Nhat will 
have to be explored is whether it can be justified constitution-
ally under the "trade and commerce" or "peace, order and good 
government" powers of the federal . parliament. 

— 

( • I 	L 

I.C. Hutton 

• 



FEA E' -'T.MATES OF 'ENERGY EFFICIENCY IM1VWEMENTS 
APPENDikil  F 

è. 

Refrigerators and Refrigerator-Freezers 

• Design Options 	 Efficiency  Improvements (7)  

Improved Refrigerant 	 4 

Improved Compressor Motor Efficiency 	 12 

Improved Compressor Mechanical Efficiency 	 16 

• Motor Modifications 	 14 

Minimize Superheat to Compressor . 	 14 

Improve Evaporator Heat Transfer 8 • 

'Improve Condenser Heat Transfer 	 8 

Eliminate Condenser Fan Motor 	 5 

Insulate Interchanger 	 7 

Improved Insulation 	 22-33 

Improve Door Seals and Cabinet Throat Design 	3-5 

Provide On-Off Switch for Anti-Sweat Heaters 	12 

Use a Post Condenser Coil for AntiSweat Heaters 	5 

Defrost on Demand 	 4-18 

Kitchen Ranges and  Ovens 

Design Options 	 Efficiency Improvements (X) 

Eliminate standing pilot lights (Gas) 	 25 

Forced convection ovens 	 10 

• Increased oven insulation 10-15 • 

Basic design changes 	 3-5 

- burner configuration 

- door seals 

- improved materials 

Microwave ovens and combination units 	 10 
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• EffiCiency Improvements % Design Options 

• 

5 

2 

FFA EgTIMATES OF'ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPPOVEMENTS 

• 
Clothes Washers 

Reduce Water Temperatures (80 0.) 	 30-50 

Reduce Water Usage (Fill Level) 	 10-20.  

Increase Motor Efficiency 	 2-5 

Control Improvements (Cycle) 	 10 

Clothes Dryers  

Design Options 	 Efficiency Improvements % 

Eliminate Pilot (20%) 	 20 (Non-electric) 

Increase Insulation 	 2 

, Air Flow Design Changes 	. • 	 3-5  

Preheat Input Air 	• 	 5-10 

Venting - Summer/Winter 	 10-15 	. 

Improve Control System 10-15 

Seals - Drum, Door 	 5-10 

Mechanical Design Changes 

Reduce Air Temperature (P) 

Motor Improvements 

Dishwashers  

Design Options 	• 	Efficiency Improvements  % 

eERATING CONTROLS 

Eliminate Hot DrYing Cycles 	• 	 9 

Operate with Lower Water inlet Temperature 	• 20-30 

Reduce Rinse Cycles . 8' • 

Reduce Electric Heater On-Time 	 4-5 

DISHWASHER DESIGN 

Changes in Geometry and Control 11 

• 



Design Options 

.Solid State Circuitry 

Elimination of instant-on Feature 

Efficiency Imurovementq (7) 

80-90 

- 8-10 

APPENDIY F 

FEA ESTIMATES OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY 1MPKOVEMENTS 

Freezers •— - - - 

Design Options 	 Efficiency Improvements (%)  

Improved Refigerant 	 4 

Improve Compressor Motor Efficiency 	 14 

Improve CoMpressor Mechanical Efficiency 	 16 

Motor Modifications 	 14 

Minimize Supheat to Compressor 	 14 

*Improve Evaporator Heat Transfer 	 8 ' 

• Improve Condenser Heat Transfer 	 8 

Eliminate Condenser Fan Motor 	 5 

Insulate Interchanger 	 7 

Improved Insulation 	 27-33 

Improved Door Seals & Cabinet Throat Design 3-5 - 

Provide On-Off Switch for Anti-Sweat Heaters 	. 12 

Use a Post Condenser Coil for Anti-Sweat Heaters 	5 

Defrost on Demand 	 4-18 

Room Air Conditioners 

Design Options 	 Efficiency Improvements (Z) 

Switch Device to Cut Off Fan Wheh the Compressor 

is Off 

Electrical Motor EffiCiency • • 
Compressor Motor- 	 - 5 

Fan Motor 	 2 

Compressor Efficiency 	 2-5 

Heat Exchange Efficiency 	 5L8 

Cycle Efficiency 	 10 

Air Flow 	 3-5 

Coil Geometry, Tube Spacing, Fin Spacing & Fin Geometry 	' 3-8 

Television Sets 

5-10 
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1975 

EFFECT OF I ET ON ROOM AIR  CONDITIONS  

Case Example: 5,000 BTU Compact 
Operating in Orangeville et 400 hrs. per year at an energy cost of .0185/KWH 
(400 hrs. is high) 

(a) With .MU of  6.1 

Annual cost to run 	820 x 400 x .0185 = 6.07 

With EER of 8.0 

Annual cost to run 	25 x 400 x .0185 . 4.63,  

ANNUAL SAVINGS 	 - 1.44 

Cost to purchase  

6.1 EE1-t (list) 1975 	219.95 

8.0 EER (list) 1975 	21,11.22 
Premium to purchase 	+28.00 

Years to break oven 	28.00 -e- 1.44 = 19.3 

NOTE: Interest cost on premium cost to pirchase and any increase cost in energy have both been 
ignOred as 400 hours per year (in c_nada) as an average is high and anything over 10 years 
of life more than generous. 

(3)  
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